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(Dcvera, Joseph A., et al.)
— An occurrence of Rhizocorallium in the
upper Caseyville Formation (Lower Pennsyv-
lanian) of southern Illinois (Frounfelter,
Oeorge H.)
Cason Shale
Late Ordovician-Early Silurian strata in the
central United States and the Himnnlian Singe
(Amsden, Thomas W.)
Cave Hill Shale Member
Neoisorophusella, a new edrioasteroid genus
from tlie Upper Mississippian of tlie Eastern
United Stales (Kammer, Thomas W., el al.)
Cenozoic see Holocene; Pleistocene: Quaternary
Cephalopoda see under Mollusca
Cs-137: Inorganic composition and sedimenta-
tion rates of backwater lakes associated with









well-logging: Comparative analysis of surface
resistivity surveys and natural-gamma radia-
tion borehole logs in Illinois (Reed, Philip C.)
rhnnges of level see under geomorphology:
stratigraphy
Chaumont Formation
Platteville and Decorah trilobites from Illinois
and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence Lynch, el
al.)
chemical analysis see X-ray analysis
Chinatown Silt
Illinoian and older loesses and tills al the




coal: Distribution and aqueous leachability of
sodium, chlorine, and potassium in coal
(Demir, I., etal.)
Christian County—hydrogeology
hydrology: Assessment of water quality and fac-
tors affecting dissolved oxygen in the San-
gamon River. Decatur to Riverton. Illinois,
summer 1982 (Schmidt, Arthur R.)
clastic rocks see under sedimentary rocks
clastic sediments see under sediments
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
data processing—engineering geology
clay see under materials, properties under soil
mechanics
clny mineralogy—areal studies
Calhoun County: Pre-Wisconsinan loesses and





Illinois: Diagenesis and petrology of the
Cypress Sandstone in hydrocarbon producing
areas of the central Illinois Dasin (Dosse,
MarkK.)
— Late Pleistocene stratigraphy of Lake
Michigan coastal bluffs, FortSheridan, Illinois
(Clark, Peter)
— Mixed-layer kaolinite-smectite and
heterogeneous swelling smectite as indexes of
soil weathering intensity (Hughes, Randall
E.)
— Origin of clay minerals associated with
Pennsylvanian strata in the Illinois Basin
(Hughes, R. E., et al.)
Menard County: Athens Quarry sections; type
locality of the Sangamon Soil (Follmer, Leon
R., el al.)
United States: Fluoride content of clays ami
shales (Thomas, Josephus, Jr., et al.)
— Trace element variation in Ordovician K-
bentonites and its use in straligraphic correla-
tion (Huff.W.D.)
clay mineralogy—experimental stud lea
diagenesis: The stability of illile/smeclite
during diagenesis: an experimental study
(Sass, Bruce M., etal.)
pyrolysates: Kerogen-mineral reactions at
raised temperatures in the presence of water
(Eglinlon, T. I., et al.)
Clear Creek Chert
Petrology, paleontology and origin of the Clear
Creek Chert (Lower Devonian) in Union and
Jackson counties, southwestern Illinois
(Allen, Robert Stanton)
— Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian stratig-
raphy of the central Illinois Basin (Droste,
JohnB.)
Clermont Shale Member
Biostratigraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
climate, ancient see paleoclimatology
coal see under economic geology; geochemistry;
see under geochemistry under chlorine;
deuterium: potassium: sodium
see under organic residues under sedimentary
rocks





desulfuriialion: Design principles for a coal
desulfurization process with iron sulfides as in
situ catalysis (Shiley, R. H., et al.)
trace elements: Analysis of trace elements in tl>e
new U.S. Oeological Survey standard coal
(CLB-I) and selected premium coal reference





Pennsylvanian: Variability in two conularid





Echinodermata: Ontogeny and taxonomy of
some Pennsylvanian crinoids from the Mil
lersville Limestone Member (Bond Forma-
tion), Missourian, in Coles County, Illinois
(Peters, Janet)
Coles County—«trntigraphy
Devonian: Middle Devonian coral faunules
from Illinois and llieir bearing on biogcogra-
phy (Oliver, William A., Jr.)
computer applications see data processing
concretions see under secondary structures under
sedimentary structures
congresses see symposia
Coniferalcs see under gymnosperms
conodnnts—biostratigraphy
Ordovician: Late Ordovician-Early Silurian
strata in the central United Slates and the Hir-
nantian Stage (Amsden, Thomas W.)
conservation see land use; reclamation
Conularida see under Coelenterata
Cook County—economic geology
dolostone deposits: Urban encroachment on
dolomite resources of (lie Chicago area, Illinois
(Mikulic, Donald O.)
Cook County—engineering geology
dams: Channel-storage/discharge relations for
the Peoria and La Orange dams on the Illinois
River in Illinois (Oarklavs, Oeorge, et al.)
waste disposal: Argonne National Laboratory
site, Illinois (Nicholas, James R.)
waterways: Channel-storage/discharge rela-
tions for die Peoria and La Orange dams on tlie
Illinois River in Illinois (Oarklavs, Oeorge,
etal.)
Cook County—environmental geology
pollution: Streamflow and water quality of the
Grand Calumet River, Lake County, Indiana,





organic materials: Occurrence of secondary





cryptoexplosion features: Shatter cones in Il-
linois: evidence for meteoritic impacts al Olas-
ford and Des Plaines (McHone, J. F., el al.)
Cook County—hydrogeology
ground water: Estimating fracture connectivity
using measurements of borehole temperatures




Mollusca: First report of Polyplacophora (Mol-




Devonian: Middle Devonian corol fnunules
from Illinois and tlieir bearing on biogeogra-
phy (Oliver, William A.. Jr.)
i orals—biostratigraphy
Ordovician: Biostratigraphy of Late Ordovician
solitary rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi
Valley region (Elias, Robert J.)
Cordaitales see under gymnosperms
Crawford County—economic geology
petroleum: Hydrocarbon accumulation in basal
Pennsylvanian fluvial sandstone near Ilardin-
ville, Crawford County, Illinois: a model
paleogeomorphic trap (Howard, R. H.)
Cretaceous see under geochronology under
Stephenson County
Crlnoidea see under Echinodermata
crust see under tectonophysics
see under tectonophysics under Mississippi Val-
ley
Crustacea see under Arthropods
cryptoexplosion features see under geomorphol-
crystal growth—crystal form
overgrowtlu: St. Peler Sandstone: a slill closer
look required; discussion (Van Loon, A. J.)
crystal growth—sulfides
overgrowtlu: Pyrite overgrowths of marcasite
from Sparta, Randolph County, Illinois
(Chamberlain, Steven C.)
sphalerite: Decrepitation of sphalerile and as-





well-logging: Comparative analysis of surface
resistivity surveys and natural-gamma radia-
tion borehole logs in Illinois (Reed, Philip
C.)
Cummlngville Formation
Bryozoa from Rocklandian (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins, Olgerts L.)
Cycadales see under gymnosperms
Cypress Sandstone
Diagenesis and petrology of (lie Cypress Sand-
stone in hydrocarbon producing areas of tlie
central Illinois Basin (Bosse, Mark K.)
Cyrene Member
Biostratigraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
dams see under engineering geology under Cook
Couniy
data processing—engineering geology
earthquakes: Developing a computer-assisted
seismic risk assessment model for the New
Madrid earthquake zone (Cltemoff, Andrew,
etal.)
— Earthquake hazard mapping in Illinois using
a geographic information system (McKay, E.
Donald. Ill, etal.)
shorelines: Computer simulation model of





impact statements: Environmental screening for
siting the superconducting super collider in




seismic surveys: Implementation and applica-
tion of an interactive seismic data processing
package on the IBM 3083 mainframe (Dow-
man, Michael J.)
data processing—hydrogeology
ground water: Data base design for a regional
ground water quantity assessment in Kankakee
and northern Iroquois counties, Illinois (Col-
lins, Mark A.)
— Oeograpiiic Information System (OIS) ap-
plication; qualitative analysis of the impact of
land-based disposal facilities on groundwater
resources (Mehnert, E.. el al.)
— Illinois ground-water observation network
(Voelker. David C.)
— Technique for predicting ground-water dis-
charge to surface coal mines and resulting
changes in head (Weiss, Linda S., et al.)
hydrology: Computer modeling of lake sedi-
mentation (Demissie, Misganaw)
— Secondary circulation in natural streams
(Demissie, Misganaw, et al.)
— Water-use data-collection programs and
regional data base of the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River basin states and provinces: a
comparison of withdrawal-data programs by





angiosperms: Dicotyledonous wood from the
Late Cretaceous of Illinois (Wheeler, E. F., et
al.)
De Kalb County—engineering geology
site exploration: Oeological-geotechnical
studies for siting the superconducting super
collider in Illinois; results of the fall 1984 test
drilling program (Kempton, J. P., et al.)
Decorah Shale
Bryozoa from Rocklandian (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of tl»e Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins, Olgerts L.)
— Crinoids of the Gtamplainian (Middle Ordo-
vician) Oultenberg Formation; upper Misissip-
pi Valley region (Kolala, Dennis R.)
— Ordovician pelecypods from the Upper Mis-
sissippi Valley (Pojeta, John, Jr.)
— Plattcville and Decorah trilobites from Il-
linois and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence
Lynch, et al.)
— Regional variations of Middle Ordovician
conodont assemblages in the upper Midwest
(Frederick. Daniel, et al.)
— Upper Mississippi Valley Giamplainian and
Cincinnatian echinoderms (Kolala, Dennis
R..etal.)
deformation see structural analysis
see under structural geology
deformation—field studies
microcracks: Healed microcrack orientations in
granite from Illinois borehole UPH-3 and their
relationship to the rock's stress history
(Kowallis, Dart J., et al.)
stress: Microcrack porosity and in situ stress in
Illinois borehole UPH 3 (Carlson. S. R.)
30
— Thrust faults in southern Illinois Basin; result
of contemporary stress7 (Nelson, W. John)
Degonla Sandstone
Seed fern (Dictyastrum chestriensis n. gen. and
sp.) with a Dictyoxylon-type cortex from the
Upper Misissippian of the II linois Dasin (Jen-
nings, James R.)
deposition of ores see mineral deposits, genesis




coal: Stable isotope evidence for tlie origin of
epigenetic pyrite and sphalerite in coal of the
Illinois Dasin (Wlielan, J. F., et al.)
granites: Chemical and stable isotope composi-
tions of anorogenic granite from Stephenson
County, Illinois (Kyser, T. Kurtis)
Devonian see under stratigraphy under Coles
County
dlagenesls see under sedimentary petrology
see sedimentation
d iagenesis—cementation
effects: Diagcnesis and petrology of the Cypress
Sandstone in hydrocarbon producing areas of
the central Illinois Basin (Bosse, Mark K.)
indicators: Depositional environments and
diagcnesis ofsandstone faciesinlhe Aux Vases
Formation (Mississippian), Illinois Dasin
(Wilson, Barry James)
processes: Petrology of the limestones of the
Renault Formation (Mississippian System)
from southwestern Illinois and southeastern
Missouri (Walker, Monte E.)
d Iagenesis—effects
reservoir properties: Current aspects of basin
analysis (Klein. Oeorge deVries)
diagenesis—environment
marine environment: Dolomite rhombs within
sparry calcite: evidence for recrystallization
textures in Upper Mississippian limestones in
southern Illinois (Buchanan, D. M.)
saturated zone: Carbonate petrology of the
Negli Creek Limestone Member. Kinkaid For-





organic materials: Occurrence of secondary
magnetite within biodegraded oil (McCabe,
Chad, et al.)
d Iagenesis—materials
chert: Petrology, paleontology and origin of the
Clear Creek Chert (Lower Devonian) in Union
and Jackson counties, southwestern Illinois
(Allen, Robert Stanton)
clay minerals: Origin of clay minerals as-
sociated with Pennsylvanian strata in die Il-
linois Basin (Huglws, R. E., et al.)
— The stability of illite/smectite during
diagenesis; an experimental study (Sass,
Bruce M., cl al.)
limestone: Textural, elemental, and isotopic
variations among constituents in Middle
Devonian limestones. North America (Popp,
Drian N.. cl al.)
— The St. Louis Limestone (Middle Mississip-
pian) of Illinois Basin, U.S.A.; a carbonate
ramp-bar-platform model (Diaby, I.)
minerals: St. Peter Sai>dslonc; a still closer look
required; discussion (Van Loon, A. J.)
dlastrophksm see tectonics
dolostone deposits see under economic geology
under Cook County
Douglas County—engineering geology
waste disposal: Study of current underground
injection control regulations and practices in
Illinois (Visocky, Adrian P., et al.)
drainage patterns see under giacialion under gla-
cial geology
Drury Shale Member
A marine shale in (lie Caseyville Formation
(Lower Pennsylvanian) in southern Illinois
(Devera, Joseph A., et al.)
Du Page County—nrenl geology
guidebook: Batavia area: geological science
field trip (Reinertsen, David L.)
Du Page County—engineering geology
site exploration: Oeological-geotechnical
studies for siting the superconducting super
collider in Illinois; results of die fall 1984 test
drilling program (Kempton, J. P., et al.)
Dubuque Formation
Petrology of carbonate interbeds in tlie "Luana
Beds" of die Upper Ordovician Dubuque For-
mation (upper Galena Group), Upper Missis-
sippi Valley (Ludvigson, Gregory A.)
Eagle Point Member
Upper Mississippi Valley Champlainian and
Cincinnatian echinoderms (Kolala, Dennis
R.,etal.)
earthquakes see engineering geology
see underengineering geology under dat a process-
ing; Mississippi Valley; Richland County; sym-
posia: United States
see under seismology under Midwest
see under seismology
Echlnodermnta—Crinoldca
Mississippian : M icromorph crinoid fauna of (lie
McCrancy Limestone (Mississippian, Kinder-
hookian) of western Illinois (Lnnc, N. Gary)
Ordovician: Crinoids of the Champlainian
(Middle Ordovician) Guttenbcrg Formation:
upper Misissippi Vulley region (Kolala, Den-
nis R.)
Pennsvlvanian: Ontogeny and taxonomy of
some Pennsylvanian crinoids from Uie Mil-
lersville Limestone Member (Dond Forma-
tion), Missourian, in Coles County, Illinois
(Peters, Janet)
Echlnodermata—Edrlonsterotdea
Mississippian: Neoisorophusella, a new
edrioasteroid genus from the Upper Mississip-
pian of die Eastern United Stales (Kanimer,
Thomas W.,etal.)
echinoderms—hlostrntigrnphy
Ordovician: Upper Mississippi Valley
Champlainian and Cincinnalian echinoderms
(Kolala, Dennis R. et al.)
echinoderms—crinoids
Mississippian: Isotope geochemistry of crinoids
from Burlington-Keokuk formations; implica-
tions for diagenesis (Cliyi, Michael S., cl al.)
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
economic geology
coal: Delineation of a sandstone channel within
a coal seam using surface seismic reflection in
Illinois (Martt, Shirley Lee)
— Electromagnetic technique of measuring
coal layer thickness (Ellerbruch, Doyle A.)
— Coal from (lie Illinois coal field; a dilemma
in terms of energy politics (Bhagwat, S. B.)
fluorspar: "Coontail" fluorite rhythmiles of
southern Illinois: evidence for episodic basin
dewatering (Cowan, Clinton A., et al.)
— Case study; Ozark-Mahoning, sole surviving
US fluorspar producer (Evans, V. A.)
fuel resources: Silurian of the Illinois Basin; a
carbonate ramp (Coburn, Gary W.)
— Western Illinois: 2, Technical approach,
creative geologic exploration models keys to
success in Illinois (Harper, J. D., et al.)
lead-zinc deposits: Repeat decrepitation of
sphalerite and associated minerals from
Rosiclare, Illinois (Smith, F. O.)
metal ores: Geochemical aspects of outlying
Upper Mississippi Valley (UMV)-type
mineralization in Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin
(Kutz,K.B.)
mineral resources: Decrepitation of minerals
from Rosiclare. Illinois (Smith. F. G.)
— Directory of Illinois mineral producers,
1986-1987 (Samson, Irma E.)
— Illinois mineral industry in 1984 and review
of preliminary mineral production data for
1985 (Samson, Irma E.)
oil and gas fields: Diagenesis and petrology of
the Cypress Sandstone in hydrocarbon produc-
ing areas of die central Illinois Basin (Bosse,
Mark K.)
petroleum: Depositional environments and
diagenesis of sandstone facies in the Aux
Vases Formation (Mississippian), Illinois
Basin (Wilson, Barry James)
— Exploration model for shallow Silurian
(Kankakee) carbonate reservoirs in western Il-
linois (Crockett, Joan E., et al.)
— Silurian pinnacle reef distribution in Illinois:
model for hydrocarbon exploration
(Whilaker, Stephen T.)
water resources: Illinois; surface-water resour-
ces (Balding, O. O.)
— Observation-well network in Illinois, 1984
data (Voelker, D. C.)
— Water resources activities in Illinois, 1986
(Oarrelts, Mary L.)
zinc ores: Decrepitation of sphalerite and as-
sociated minerals from Oalena, Illinois
(Smith, F. O.)
— Decrepitation of sphalerite and associated
minerals from Rosiclare, Illinois (Smith F
O.)
Edgewood Limestone
Late Ordovician-Early Silurian strata in the





popular geology: Collections and displays; The
Mzzadro Museum. Elmhurst, Illinois
(Kemp, Russell M.)
electrical logging see under well-logging
electrical surveys see under geophysical surveys
see under geophysical surveys under Bond Coun-
ty: Vermilion County
electromagnetic surveys see under geophysical
surveys
electron microscopy see X-ray analysis
Energy Shale Member
Structure and dynamics of a Pennsy Ivanian-age
Lepidodendron forest; colonizers of a dis-
turbed swamp habitat in tlic Ilcrrin (No. 6)
Coal of Illinois (DiMichele, William A.)
energy sources see bitumens; coal; fuel resources;
oil and gas fields; petroleum
engineering geology see dams; deformation:
earthquakes: environmental geology; geologic
hazards; geophysical methods: ground water;
highways; impact statements; land subsidence;
land use; mining geology: rock mechanics;
shorelines; slope stability; soil mechanics: tunnels;
underground installations; waste disposal; water-
ways
engineering geology
foundations: Foundation response to sub-
sidence induced by high extraction mining in
southern Illinois (Triplet!, llieodore L., et
al.)
geologic Itazards: Estimating generalized skew
of the log-Pearson type HI distribution for an-
nual peak floods in Illinois (Oberg. Kevin A.)
highways: Investigation of bluff landslides
along the Illinois River (Aucutt, Daniel J., et
al.)
land stdmdence: Foundation response to sub-
sidence induced by high extraction mining in
southern Illinois (Triplet!, Theodore L., et
al.)
— Long-term stability of overburden above
room and pillar mines (Marino, Oennaro
Gerald)
— Mined land subsidence impacts on farmland
with potential application to Illinois; a litera-
ture review (Veith, David L.)
— The regulation of subsidence and under-
ground coal mining in Illinois (Ehret, Paul J.)
mining geology: Structural stability of coal
mine entry intersections; case studies
(Hanna. K., el al.)
rock mechanics: Microcrock porosity versus
depth: relationship to in situ stress and fracture
density (Carlson. S. R., et al.)
shorelines: Computer simulation model of
coastal erosion on Lake Michigan (Roy,
Stephen Donald)
— Rubble beaches versus rubble revetments
(Johnson, Charles N.)
slope stability: Investigation of bluff landslides
along the Illinois River (Aucutt, Daniel J., ct
al.)
— Landslide studies in Illinois (Illinois Slate
Geological Survey. Earth Hazards and En-
gineering Oeology Section)
tunnels: Hydraulic conductivity in galena-
Platteville dolomites in northeastern Illinois;
tunneling conditions (Dixon, William G„ Jr.,
etal.)
underground installations: A case study of
geolechnical studies for an improved room-
and-pillar retreat mining system in Illinois
(Chugh,YogindcrP.,elal.)
— The regulation of subsidence and under-
ground coal mining in Illinois (Ehret, Paul J.)
waste disposal: Design of groundwater
monitoring systems; hydrogeological con-
siderations (Mehnert, Edward, el al.)
Bibliography
environmental geology
— Groundwater modeling for assessing
remedial alternatives at a Superfund site
(Murray, Willard A., et al.)
— Landform modifications at a nuclear-waste
burial site (Gray, J. R.)
— Leakage of hazardous organic solutions
llu/ough clay barriers in landfills (Hughes,
Randall E., et al.)
— Prioritizing areas for statewide groundwater
monitoring (Le Seur, Linda P., el al.)
— Quality of life and community satisfaction in
proximity to hazardous waste (Williams, R.
Gary)
waterways: Estimating generalized skew of llrc
log-Pearson type III distribution for annual




reservoir rocks: Geological controls on spatial
variability for one-dimensional arrays of
porosity and permeability normal to layering
(MacMillian, John R.)
environmental geology see engineering geology;
geologic hazards: impact statements: land use: pol-
lution; reclamation; waste disposal
environmental geology
geologic liazards: Dissection of alluvial depos-
its after failure of die Lake Charleston Spillway
(Gutowski, V. P.)
— Mined land subsidence impacts on farmland
with potential application to Illinois: a litera-
ture review (Veith, David L.)
impact statements: Environmental screening for
siting the superconducting super collider in
Illinois (Hincs, Jennifer, et al.)
land use: Response of Illinois' scientific sur-
veys to legislative mandates (Cartwright,
Kcros)
— Satellite image map of northeastern Illinois;
Land use and land cover map of northeastern
Illinois (Dahlberg, Richard E.)
— The regulation of subsidence and under-
ground coal mining in Illinois (Ehret, Paul J.)
maps: Satellite image map of nortlteastem Il-
linois; Land use and land cover map of north-
eastern Illinois (Dahlberg, Richard E.)
pollution: Characterization of a landfill-derived
contaminant plume in glacial and bedrock
aquifers, NE Illinois (Booth, Colin J.)
— Design principles for a coal desulfurization
process with iron sulfides as in situ catalysis
(Shi ley, R. H., etal.)
— Groundwater considerations in superfund
cleanup activities (Favero, David)
— Groundwater contamination in Illinois
(Sicbel, Elisabeth Panllaja)
— Leakage of hazardous organic solutions
through clay barriers in landfills (Hughes,
Randall E., etal.)
— Monitoring wells; Chicago tarp (Macaitis,
Bill)
— Restoration of specific capacity in biofouled
municipal supply wells located in east central
Illinois (Olson, Robert D.)
— Reverse palhline calculation of lime-related
capture zones in nonuniform flow (Shafer,
John M.)
waste disposal: Evaluation of hazardous liquid
waste disposal (Brower. Ross D.. el al.)
— Gas pressure and concentration gradients in




— Geographic Information System (OIS) ap-
plication: qualitative analysis of the impact of
land-based disposal facilities on groundwater
resources (Mehnert, E., et al.)
— Lessons learned from research at a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal site near Sheffield,
— Illinois (Ryan, Barbara J.)
— Monitoring wells; Chicago tarp (Macaitis,
Bill)
collan features see under geomorphology
epeirogeny see changes of level: neotectonics;
tectonics
Equality Formation
The Quaternary history of the upper Cache
River valley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
erosion see under processes under geomorphology
eruptive rocks see igneous rocks
excursions see guidebook
experimental studies see under clay mineralogy
Farmdale Loess
Pre-Wisconsinan loesses and Paleosols at Pan-
cake Hollow, west-central Illinois (Hajic,
Edwin R.)
— The Wisconsinan glacial margin (Follmer,
Leon R.)
faulting see faults
faults see under structural geology
see tectonics
faults—displacements
thrust faults: Thrust faults in southern Illinois
Basin: result of contemporary stress7 (Nel-
son, W. John)
faults—systems
fault zones: Stc. Genevieve fault zone. Missouri
and Illinois (Nelson, W. John, et al.)
ferns see pteridophytes
fish see Pisces




isotopes: Oeochemical aspects of outlying
Upper Mississippi Valley (UMV)-type





sphalerite: Decrepitation of sphalerite and as-
sociated minerals from Galena, Illinois
(Smith. F. O.)
fluid inclusions—interpretation
stress fields: Healed microcrack orientations in
granite from Illinois borehole UPH-3 and their
relationship to the rock's stress history




clay minerals: Fluoride content of cloys and
shales (Thomas, Josephus, Jr., et al.)
fluorspar see under economic geology; mineral
deposits, genesis
fluvial features see under geomorphology
folds see faults: tectonics





Ord<rvician: Middle Ordovician agglutinated
foraminifcra including Reophax from the Mif-
flin Formation, Platteville Group of Illinois
(Gutschick, Raymond C.)
Fort Atkinson Limestone Member
Biostraligraphy of Lnlc Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias. Robert J.)
— Biostraligraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
— Lilhoslratigraphy of tlte Platteville, Galena
and Maquoketa groups in northern Illinois
(Kolata, Dennis R.)
— Upper Mississippi Valley Champlainian and
Cincinnatian cchiiiodcrms (Kolata, Dennis
R.,elal.)
Fort Russell Till
Illinoian and older loesses and tills al the
Maryville Section (McKay, E. Donald)
foundations see under engineering geology
see rock mechanics; soil mechanics
Francis Creek Shale
Diversity and size changes in palaeonisciform
fishes (Actinopterygii. Pisces) from the Penn-
sylvanian Mazon Creek fauna, Illinois, U.S.A.
(Schultze, Hans-Peter)
— Taphonomy of Middle Pennsylvanian Mazon
Creek area fossil localities, Northeast Illinois:
significance of exceptional fossil preservation
in syngeneic concretions (Baird, Gordon C,
etal.)
fuel resources see bitumens: coal; oil and gas
fields; petroleum
see under economic geology under Brown Coun-
ty: Fulton County: McDonough County: Midwest;
North America; Schuyler County
see under economic geology
Fulton County—economic geology
fuel resources: Source rock screening studies of
Ordovician Maquoketa Shale in western Il-
linois (Aulrey. A., et al.)
Fulton County—stratigraphy
archaeology: Dickson Mounds (I lam, Alan
Galena Dolomite
Biostraligraphy of tlte Middle and Late Ordovi-
cian cephalopoda of the Upper Mississippi Val-
ley area (Cataloni, John A.)
— Lilhoslratigraphy of ihe Platteville, Galena
and Maquoketa groups in nortlicrn Illinois
(Kolata, Dennis R.)
— Ordovician pelecypods from the Upper Mis-
sissippi Valley (Pojela, John, Jr.)
— Petrology of carbonate inlerbeds in the
"Luana Beds" of tlie Upper Ordovician Dubu-
que Formation (upper Galena Group), Upper
Mississippi Valley (Ludvigson, Gregory A.)
— Upper Mississippi Valley Champlainian and




maps: Geologic map of the Equality Quad-
rangle, Gallatin and Saline counties, Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
— Geologic map of lire Shawneetown Quad-
rangle, Gallatin County, Illinois (Nelson, W.
John)
gas Inclusions see fluid inclusions
genesis of ore deposits see mineral deposits,
genesis
geochemistry
coal: Distribution and aqueous Icachabilily of
sodium, chlorine, and potassium in cool
(Demir, I., etal.)
isotopes: Oxygen isotope evidence for
hydrothcrmal alteration in buried Prccambrian
basement rocks for the Midwest, USA
(Shieh. Yuch-Ning)
sedimentary rocks: Nd and Sr isotopic and REE
relationships in Mississippian marine car-
bonates; implications for seawaler and





desulfurization: Design principles for a coal
dcsulfurizalion process with iron sulfides as in




teachability: Distribution and aqueous
leachabilily ofsodium, chlorine, and potassium
in coal (Deinir, I., et al.)
geochronology see absolute age
geochronology
Quaternary: Thermoluminescencc dating of
sediments; a re -extension of age range for loess
(Johnson. R. J., etal.)
geochronology—fission-track dating
thermal history: Fission-track dating of samples
of the Illinois drill-hole core (Zimmermann.
Robert A.)
geochronology—thermoluminescence
loess: Thermoluminescence dating of sedi-
ments; a re-extension of age range for loess
(Jolinson, R. J., et al.)
geologic hazards see under engineering geology:
environmental geology
see land subsidence
see under engineering geology under Mississippi
Valley: United Stales
see under environmental geology under Bureau
County
geologic thermometry see under fluid inclusions
geologic time see absolute age; geochronology
geomorphology see glacial geology
geomorphology
changes of level: Drainage history of the
Chicago Oullct (Hansel, Ardith K.)
fluvial features: A Mississippi River terrace in
western Illinois of possible late Illinoian age
(Alford, John J., etal.)
— Momence Wetland: influence on sediment
and water (Bhowmik, Nani O.)
glacial geology: Ice loading of glacial Lake Il-
linois sediments, Peru. Illinois (Nelson.
Robert S.)
— Modeling the influence of till rheology ontlie
flow and profile of the Lake Michigan Lobe.
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
ground water—surveys
southern Laurentide ice sheet. U.S.A.
(Beget, James E.)
imparl features: Search for, and study of,
Paleozoic impact ejecla: progress made during
the past year (Read, W. F.)
— Shatter cones in Illinois; evidence for mete-
-oritic impacts at Glasford and Des Plaines
(McHone. John F. etal.)
laruiform description: Addendum to Stop (Mc-
Adams Peak scenic overlook); hill prairies
(King, Frances B.)
solution features: Dolomitic spelcothenis
(Berger, Kenneth J.)
geomorphoiogy—cryptoexplosion features
shatter cones: Shatter cones in Illinois;
evidence for meteoritic impacts at Glasford
and Des Plaines (McHone, J. F., et al.)
geomorphoiogy—eollan features
loess: Pre-Wisconsinan loesses and Paleosols at
Pancake Hollow, west-central Illinois
(Hajic, Edwin R.)
geomorphoiogy—fluvial features
alluvial fans: Geology and archaeology of a
Holocene alluvial/colluvial fan at the Koster
Site (Winnt, Michael D., el al.)
clumnels: Drainage history of the Chicago Out-
let (Hansel, Ardith K.)
terraces: The late Wisconsinan Deer Plain ter-
race in the lower Illinois River valley (Hajic,
Edwin R.)
valleys: Gravity investigation of the Cache
River valley, southern Illinois (Uhl,
Elizabeth M.)
wetlands: Momence Wetland: influence on
sediment and water (Bhowmik, Nani G.)
geomorphoiogy—impact features
impact bomhs: Search for, and study of,
Paleozoic impact ejecta; progress made during
the past year (Read. W. F.)
shatter cones: Shatter cones in Illinois;
evidence for meteoritic impacts at Olasford
and Des Plaines (McHone. John F.. et al.)
geomorphoiogy—landform description
hill prairies: Addendum to Stop (McAdams





erosion: Computer simulation model of coastal
erosion on Lake Michigan (Roy, Stephen
Donald)
— Erosion and landform modification at a low-
level radioactive waste disposal facility near
Slieffield, Illinois (Gray, John R.)
geomorphoiogy—shore features
bluffs: Late Pleistocene stratigraphy of Lake
Michigancoastal bluffs. Fort Sheridan, Illinois
(Clark, Peter)
geomorphoiogy—solution features
speleothems: Dolomitic speleoUicms (Berger,
Kenneth J.)
geophysical methods see geophysical surveys
geophysical methods—seismic methods
techniques: Shallow-water, high-resolution,
marine multichannel seismic-reflection techni-
ques (Lee, M. W., etal.)
geophysical surveys see geophysical methods
Bibliography
geophysical surveys
electrical surveys: Assistance to six small
water-short communities in Illinois; electrical
resistivity surveys (Poole, Vickie L.)
electromagnetic surreys: Electromagnetic tech-
nique of measuring coal layer thickness (El-
lerbruch, Doyle A.)
gravity surx'eys: Gravity investigation of the
Cache River valley, southern Illinois (Uhl,
Elizabeth M.)
magnetic surveys: Application of multivariate
regression techniques to the study of a geomag-
netic anomaly between Piano, Illinois, and
Cascade, Iowa (Lin, D. L, et al.)
— Detection of a shallow geomagnetic anomaly
in northwestern Illinois (Mcdford, L. V. et
al.)
maps: Satellite image map of Illinois
(Dahlberg, Richard E.. el al.)
— Satellite imagery of Illinois (Dahlberg,
Richard E., etal.)
remote sensing: Satellite image map of Illinois
(Dahlberg, Richard E., et al.)
— Satellite image map of northeastern Illinois;
Land use and land cover map of northeastern
Illinois (Dahlberg, Richard E.)
— Satellite imagery of Illinois (Dahlberg,
Richard E., et al.)
seismic surx'eys: Delineation of a sandstone
channel within a coal seam using surface seis-
mic reflection in Illinois (Martt, Shirley Lee)
— Implementation and application of an inter-
active seismic data processing package on tlte
IBM 3083 mainframe (Bowman, Michael J.)
surveys: Application of seismic, EM and resis-
tivity techniques to design a ground water
monitoring program al a landfill in
northwestern Illinois (Ehrlich, Marvin)
Well-logging: Illinois Basin Ullradeep Drillhole
(Frost, Joyce K.)
— Scientific rationale and status of the Illinois
Basin ultradeep drillhole (Eidel, J. James)
geophysics see deformation
geosy ncllnes see tectonics
geotechnics see engineering geology




buried valleys: I lydrogcologicol evaluation of
groundwater resources in buried bedrock val-
leys, northeastern Illinois (Gilkeson. Robert
H., et al.)
extinct lakes: The Quaternary history of the
upper Cache River valley, southern Illinois
(Graham. Richard C.)
kames: A late woodland archaeological site in
association with an ice-contact kame (Ger-
gen, Robert D.)
moraines: The Wisconsinan glacial margin
(Follmer, Leon R.)
terraces: Rock ford Terrace; a late Illinoian out-
wash surface (McKenna, Dennis P.)
till: A review of the Esmond Till (Follmer.
Leon R.)
— Ice loading of glacial Lake Illinois sedi-




drainage patterns: Preglacial drainage in the
upper Mississippi Valley region (Anderson.
Richard C.)
surficial geology: Review of the Green River
lowland (Follmer. Leon R.)
till: Modeling die influence of till rlieology on
the flow and profile of the Lake Michigan





ice wedges: Anderson site near Foosland
(Johnson, W. Hilton)
glaclation see under glacial geology
Glasford Formation
Hydrogeology and chemistry of an oil-field
brine plume within a shallow aquifer system in
southern Bond County. Illinois (Van Biersel.
Thomas P. V.)
— Mineralogy and stratigraphy of Illinoian and
pre-Illinoian tills across south-central Illinois
(Fox, John M.)
Grand Decour Formation
Platleville and Decorah trilobites from Illinois
and Wisconsin (DeMolt, Lawrence Lynch, et
al.)
Grand Tower Limestone
Micropaleontology, carbonate petrography and
environments of deposition of the Orond
Tower Limestone (Middle Devonian) in south-
western Illinois and southeastern Missouri
(Devera, Joseph A.)
— Middle Devonian coral faunules from Il-
linois and their bearing on biogeography
(Oliver, William A., Jr.)
granites see under igneous rocks
Grassy Knob Chert
Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian stratig-
raphy of die central Illinois Basin (Drostc,
John B.)
gravity surveys see under geophysical surveys
Greene County—stratigraphy
archaeology: Geology and archaeology of a
Holocene alluvial/colluvial fan al the Koster
Site (Wiant, Michael D., etal.)
Holocene: Geology and archaeology of a
Holocene alluvial/colluvial fan al tlie Rosier
Site (Wiant, Michael D., el al.)
ground water see under hydrogeology; hydrology
ground water—movement
«u'/ie drainage: Technique for predicting
ground-water discharge to surface conl mines





acid mine drainage: Groundwater re-estab-
lishment in cast overburden (Herring, Wil-
liam C.)
ground water—surveys
Bond County: Hydrogeology and chemistry of
an oil-field brine plume within a shallow
aquifer system in southern Bond County. Il-
linois (Van Bicrsei. ThontW i». V.)
Bureau County: Hydrogcological experience al
a low-level waste; shallow land burial she; a
look toward the future (Cartwright. Keros, et
al.)
— Hydrogeology, groundwater flow, and
tritium movement al a low-level rndioaelive-




Champaign County: Comparative analysis of
surface resistivity surveys and natural-gamma
radiation borehole logs in Illinois (Reed,
Philip C.)
Cook County: Estimating fracture connectivity
using measurements of borehole temperatures
during pumping (Silliman, S., el al.)
Cumberland County: Comparative analysis of
surface resistivity surveys and natural-gamma
radiation borehole logs in Illinois (Reed,
Philip C.)
Illinois: "Coontail" fluorite rhythmites of
southern Illinois; evidence for episodic basin
dewalering (Cowan, Clinton A., et al.)
— Application of seismic, EM and resistivity
techniques to design a ground water monitoring
program at a landfill in northwestern Illinois
(Ehrlich, Marvin)
— Assistance to six small water-short com-
munities in Illinois: electrical resistivity sur-
veys (Poole, Vickie L.)
— Characterization of a landfill-derived con-
taminant plume in glacial and bedrock aquifers,
NE Illinois (Booth, Colin J.)
— Combined exploration techniques for frac-
tured till and loess (Butts. Charles R.)
— Design of groundwater monitoring systems;
hydrogeological considerations (Mehnert,
Edward, etal.)
— Establishing a plan for a statewide
groundwater monitoring network in Illinois
(O'Hearn, Michael)
— Evaluation of hazardous liquid waste dis-
posal (Brower, Ross D„ etal.)
— Geographic Information System (CIS) op-
plication: qualitative analysis of the impact of
land-based disposal facilities on groundwater
resources (Mehnert, E., et al.)
— Ground water management in northeastern
Illinois: upconing of mineralized water in the
Mt. Simon Formation (Barnes, Marion Jack-
son)
— Groundwater considerations in superfund
cleanup activities (Favero, David)
— Groundwater contamination in Illinois
(Siebel, Elisabeth Panttaja)
— Groundwater modeling for assessing
remedial alternatives al a Superfund site
(Murray, Willard A., et al.)
— Hydraulic conductivity in galena- Platteville
dolomites in northeastern Illinois; tunneling
conditions (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
— Illinois ground-water observation network
(Voelker, David C.)
— Integration of surface and ground water
management in Illinois (Crandall, Douglas
A.)
— Lessons learned from research at a low-level
radioactive-waste disposal site near Sheffield,
Illinois (Ryan, Barbara J.)
— Midwestern monitoring well installation and
development; a case history (Olson, Kenneth
D.)
— Mined land subsidence impacts on farmland
with potential application to Illinois: a litera-
ture review (Veith, David L.)
— Monitoring wells; Chicago tarp (Macaitis,
Bill)
— Observation-well network in Illinois, 1984
data (Voelker. D. C.)
— Prioritizing areas for statewide groundwater
monitoring (Le Seur. Linda P., et al.)
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— Restoration of specific capacity in biofouled
municipal supply wells located in east central
Illinois (Olson, Robert D.)
— Reverse pathline calculation of time-related
capture zones in nonuniform flow (Shafer,
John M.)
— Theory and application of hydraulic testing
in a fractured dolontite near Chicago, Illinois
(Moffett, D. L., el al.)
— Water and tritium movement in variably
saturated glacial deposits near Sheffield, Il-
linois (Mills, Patrick C.)
— Water resources activities in Illinois, 1986
(Garrelts, Mary L.)
Iroquois County: Data base design for a regional
ground water quantity assessment in Kankakee
and northern Iroquois counties, Illinois (Col-
lins, Mark A.)
Kane County: Hydrogeological evaluation of
groundwater resources in buried bedrock val-
leys, northeastern Illinois (Gilkeson, Robert
H.. et al.)
Kankakee County: Data base design for a
regional ground water quantity assessment in
Kankakee and northern Iroquois counties, Il-
linois (Collins, Mark A.)
Madison County: Falling Spring: active tufa for-
mation in southern Illinois (Rands, D. G., et
al.)
Mason County: Estimating irrigation pumpage;
lessons in the variability of individual well
pumpage (Bowman, Jean A.)
Midwest: How clean is clean7 How Midwest
states arc addressing groundwater clean-up
standards (Ehrhardt, Robert F., et al.)
Winnebago County: Hydrogeologic evaluation
of lite effects of surface application of sewage
sludge to agricultural land near Rocklon, Il-
linois (Berg, Richard C, et al.)
Grundy County—environmental geology
waste disposal: Characteristics and potential
uses of waste from the historic Longwall Coal
mining district in north-central Illinois




Pisces: Diversity and size changes in palaconis-
ciform fishes (Actinopterygii, Pisces) from the
Pennsyivanian Mazon Creek fauna, Illinois,
U.S.A. (Schultze, Hans-Peter)
Grundy County—stratigraphy
Pennsyivanian: Tnphonomy of Middle Pennsyi-
vanian Mazon Creek area fossil localities,
Northeast Illinois: significance of exceptional
fossil preservation in syngenelic concretions
(Baird, Gordon C, et al.)
guidebook see under areal geology
see under areal geology under Bond County: Du
Page County; Hancock County: Henderson Coun-
ty; Jo Daviess County; Johnson County; Kane
County; Lawrence County; Marion County; Pope
County: Tazewell County
Gunler Snndstone Member
Lower Ordovician conodonts from the subsur-
face of north-central Illinois (Shaw, Thomas
H.)
Guttenberg Limestone Member
Bryozoa from Rocklandion (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of tlie Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins, Olgerts L.)
— Crinoids of the Champlainian (M iddle Ordo-
vician) Guttenberg Formaiion; upper Misissip-
pi Valley region (Kolata, Dennis R.)
Platteville and Decorah trilobites from Il-
linois and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence
Lynch, el al.)
gymnosperms see under paleobotany
gymnosperms—Conlfernles
Pleistocene: Middle and late Wisconsin floras
of western Illinois and north-central Iowa
(Sullivan, A. E.)
gymnosperms—Cordaltnles
Pennsyivanian: Pennsylvanioxylon of Middle
and Upper Pennsyivanian coals from tlie Il-
linois Basin and its comparison with
Mesoxylon (Coslanza, S. H.)
gymnosperms—Cycadales
Mississippian: Seed fern (Dictyastrum
chestriensis n. gen. and sp.) with a Dic-
lyoxylon-type corlex from the Upper Misissip-
pian of tlie Illinois Basin (Jennings, James R.)
H
Haeger Till Member
Stratigraphic relationships, sedimentation, and
correlation of tlie HaegerTill Member in north-
eastern Illinois (Hansel, Ardilh K.)
Hngnrstown Member
Hydrogeology and chemistry of an oil-field
brine plume within a shallow aquifer system in
southern Bond County, Illinois (Van Bierscl,
Thomas P. V.)
Hamilton County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentation: Subsurface geology and petrog-
raphy of the Salem Limestone in portions of
Hamilton. White, and Wayne counties, Illinois
(Lamborg, Amy Davison)
Hancock County—areal geology
guidebook: Dallas City area, Hancock and
Henderson counties; geological science field
trip (Reinertscn, David L.)
Hardlnshnrg Sandstone
Variability of deltaic sedimentation during clas-
tic influx into a carbonate-dominated craton
(Heidlauf, David T.)
Henderson County—areal geology
guidebook: Dallas City area, Hancock and
Henderson counties; geological science field
trip (Reinertsen, David L.)
Henderson County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Middle and late Wisconsin floras
of western Illinois and north-central Iowa
(Sullivan, A. E.)
Henry Formation
Dolomite blocks in the Du Page River valley
(Johnson, W. Hilton)
— Farm Creek: a notable Pleistocene section
(Follmcr, Leon R.)
— The Quaternary history of tlie upper Cache
River valley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
— Tlie Wisconsinan glacial margin (Follmer,
Leon R.)
— Wedron type sections (Johnson. W. Hilton,
et al.)
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
Herrln Coal Member
A case sludy of geotcchnical studies for an
improved room-amJ-pillar retreat mining sys-
tem in Illinois (Chugh, Yoginder P., et al.)
— A data base for die analysts of compositional
characteristics of coal seams and maccrals;
— Final report. Part 6, Petrography and deposi-
tional environment of the Herrin (No. 6) Seam
in central, eastern and northwestern Illinois
(Russell, Suzanne J.)
— Delineation of a sandstone channel within a
coal seam using surface seismic reflection in
Illinois (Marti, Shirley Lee)
— Elemental abundances in coal lithotypes of
Herrin (No. 6) Coal, Illinois Basin (Chou, C.
Uetal.)
— Structural stability of coal mine entry inter-
sections; case studies (Hanna, K., et al.)
— Structure and dynamics of a Pennsylvanian-
age Lepidodendron forest; colonizers of a dis-
turbed swamp habitat in the Herrin (No. 6)
Coal of Illinois (DiMichele, William A.)
highways see under engineering geology
Holocene see under stratigraphy under Greene
County; Randolph County
Houchln Creek Cool
Whole-plant reconstruction of two maraltialean
ferns from the Middle Pennsylvanian of the
Illinois Basin (Lesnikowska, Alicia)
Hull Formntlon
Platteville and Decorah trilobites from Illinois
and Wisconsin (DeMolt, Lawrence Lynch, et
al.)
Hungry Hollow Formation
Textural, elemental, and isotopic variations
among constituents in Middle Devonian lime-
stones. North America (Popp, Brian N el
al.)
hydrogen see deuterium; tritium
hydrogen—Isotopes
DIH: Giemical and stable isotope compositions
of anorogenic granite from Stephenson Coun-
ty, Illinois (Kyser, T. Kurtis)
— Stable isotope evidence for the origin of
epigenetic pyrite and sphalerite in coal of the
Illinois Basin (Wlielan, J. F., et al.)
hydrogcology see ground water; hydrology
hydrogeoiogy
ground water: Application of seismic, EM and
resistivity techniques to design a ground water
monitoring program at a landfill in
northwestern Illinois (Ehrlich, Marvin)
— Combined exploration techniques for frac-
tured till and loess (Butts, Charles R.)
— Establishing a plan for a statewide
groundwater monitoring network in Illinois
(O'Hearn, Michael)
— Ground water management in northeastern
Illinois; upconing of mineralized water in the
Ml. Simon Formation (Barnes, Marion Jack-
son)
— Hydrogeoiogy of the sub-drift bedrock-sur-
face zone, northern Illinois (Booth, Colin J.)
— Illinois ground-water observation network
(Voelker, David C.)
— Midwestern monitoring well installation and
development: a case history (Olson. Kenneth
D.)
— Technique for predicting ground-water dis-
charge to surface coal mines and resulting
changes in head (Weiss, Linda S., el al.)
— The effects of longwall miningsubsidenceon
the hydrogeoiogy and groundwater chemistry
of a shallow, unconfined aquitard in southern
Illinois (Pauvlik, Catherine M.)
— Theory and application of hydraulic testing
in a fractured dolomite near Chicago, Illinois
(Moffett, D. L., et al.)
— Water and tritium movement in variably
saturated glacial deposits near Sheffield, Il-
linois (Mills, Patrick C.)
hydrology: Computer modeling of lake sedi-
mentation (Demissie, Misganaw)
— Evaluation of the U.S. Geological Survey's
gaging-station network in Illinois (Mades,
Dean M.)
— Hydrologic investigation of die Highland
Silver Lake watershed; 1985 progress report
(Makowski, Paul B., et al.)
— Hydrology of area 28. Eastern Region, Inte-
rior Coal Province, Illinois (Zuehls, E. E., et
al.)
— Inorganic composition and sedimentation
rates of backwater lakes associated with the
Illinois River (Cahill. Richard A.)
— Integration of surface and ground water
management in Illinois (Crandall. Douglas
A.)
— Measurement of bedload discharge in nine
Illinois streams with the Helley-Smilh sampler
(Graf, Julia B.)
— Relations between quality of urban runoff
and quality ofLake Ellyn at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
(Slriegl, RobertG.)
— Secondary circulation in natural streams
(Demissie, Misganaw, et al.)
— Travelling and longitudinal dispersion in Il-
linois streams (Graf, Julia B.)
maps: Estimating generalized skew of the log-
Pearson type III distribution for annual peak
floods in Illinois (Oberg. Kevin A.)
springs: Ground water management in north-
eastern Illinois; upconing of mineralized water
in the Mt. Simon Formation (Barnes, Marion
Jackson)
hydrogeoiogy—data processing
ground water: Technique for predicting
ground-water discharge to surface coal mines
and resulting chonges in head (Weiss, Linda
S.,ctal.)
hydrology: Water-use data-collection programs
and regional dato base of the Great Lnkes-St.
Lawrence River basin states and provinces; a
comparison of withdrawal-data programs by
water-use category and by state and province
(Snavely, Deborahs.)




Durean County. Erosion and landform
modification at a low-level radioactive waste
disposal facility near Sheffield, Illinois
(Gray, John R.)
— Evapofranspiration and microclimate at a
low-level radioactive-waste disposal site in
northwestern Illinois (Healy, R. W., et al.)
Gcrvernment Creek: The steady-slate equilib-
rium of Government Creek. Union County,
Illinois (Saul, Michael T.)
khnofosslls—occurrence
Grand Calumet River: Slreamflow and water
quality of the Grand Calumet River, Lake
County, Indiana, and Cook County, Illinois,
October 1984 (Crawford. Charles G.)
Highland Silver Lake watershed: Hydrologic
investigation of the Highland Silver Lake
watershed; 1985 progress report (Makowski,
Paul B., el al.)
— Stream geometry and streambed material
characteristics of the streams within the High-
land and Silver Lake watershed. Highland, Il-
linois (Makowski, Paul B.,etal.)
Illinois: Computer modeling of lake sedimenta-
tion (Demissie, Misganaw)
— Estimating generalized skew of the log-Pear-
son type III distribution for annual peak floods
in Illinois (Oberg, Kevin A.)
— Evaluation of the U.S. Geological Survey's
gaging-station network in Illinois (Mades,
Dean M.)
— Hydrology of area 28, Eastern Region, Inte-
rior Coal Province. Illinois (Zuehls, E. E. et
al.)
— Illinois; surface-water resources (Balding
GO.)
— Inorganic composition and sedimentation
rales of backwater lakes associated with the
Illinois River (Cahill, Richard A.)
— Integration of surface and ground water
management in Illinois (Crandall, Douglas
A.)
— Measurement of brdlnad discharge in nine
Illinois streams with the Helley-Smilh sampler
(Graf, Julia B.)
— Relations between quality of urban runoff
and quality of LakeEllynatGlen Ellyn, Illinois
(Striegl, RobertG.)
— Travellime and longitudinal dispersion in Il-
linois streams (Graf, Julia B.)
— Water resources activities in Illinois, 1986
(Garrelts, Mary L.)
Illinois River: Channel-storage/discharge rela-
tions for the Peoria and La Grange dams on the
Illinois River in Illinois (Garklavs, Oeoree
et al.)
Kankakee River: Momence Wetland; influence
on sediment and water (Bhowmik. Nani G.)
Lake Decatur: Sedimentation and sediment
sources to Lake Decatur (Fitzpatrick. Wil-
liam P.)
Richland Creek: Assessment of low-flow water
quality in Richland Creek, Illinois (Freeman,
W.O.)
Sangamon River: Assessment of waler quality
and factors affecting dissolved oxygen in tlie
Sangamon River, Decatur to Riverton, Illinois,
summer 1982 (Schmidt, Arthur R.)
— Secondary circulation in natural streams
(Demissie, Misganaw, el al.)
Williamson County: Oeochemical sludy of an
abandoned strip mine site. Williamson County,
Illinois (Adem, Adem Osman)
hydrothermnl alteration see under processes
under metasomatism
Bibliography
Ice ages see glacial geology
irhnofossils—occurrence
Pennsylvanian: An occurrence of Rhizocoral-










Mississippian: An Upper Mississippian trace-
fossil assemblage from the Tar Springs Sand-
stone, southern Illinois (Wescott, William
A.)





genesis: Cliemical and stable isotope composi-
tions of anorogenic grnnite from Stephenson
County. Illinois (Kyser, T. Kurtis)
Illinois Coal
Analysis of trace elements in the new U.S.
Oeological Survey standard coal (CLB- 1 ) and
selected premium coal reference materials
(Palmer, C. A., etal.)
Imo Formation
Diostratigraphic value of tlie Late Mississippian
ostracode Amphissites insignis Croneis and
Thurman. 1939 (Sohn.I.G.)
Impact features see under geomorphology
Impact statements see under environmental geol-
ogy
see under environmental geology under data
processing
Inclusions see fluid inclusions
Industrial minerals see under mineral deposits,
genesis
see under economic geology under Jackson Coun-
ty; Union County
Insecta see under paleontology
Insects—biostratigraphy
Pleistocene: A preliminary note on fossil insect
faunas from central Illinois (Morgan, Alan
V.)
Intrusions see igneous rocks; metasomatism
see under petrology




laphonomy: Tophonomy of Middle Pennsylva-
nian Mazon Creek area fossil localities. North-
east Illinois: significance of exceptional fossil
preservation in syngenetic concretions
(Baird. Gordon C, etal.)
Invertebrates see brachiopods; bryozoans: con-




pollen, plant macrofossil, invertebrate and ver-
tebrate record at Hopwood Farm (Saunders,
Jeffrey J.)
Ion Dolomite Member
Bryozoa from Rocklandian (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of tlie Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins, Olgerts L.)
Iroquois County—hydrogeology
ground water: Data base design for a regional
ground water quantity assessment in Kankakee
and northern Iroquois counties, Illinois (Col-
lins, Mark A.)
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Isostesy see changes of level; neotectonics
Isotope dntlng see absolute age
Isotopes see absolute age; geochronology
see under geochemistry
isolopes-r-coal
stable isotopes: Stable isotope evidence for the
origin ofepigenelic pyrite and sphalerite in coal
of the Illinois Basin (Whelan. J. F., et al.)
Isotopes—echinoderms
crinoids: Isotope geochemistry of crinoids from
Burlington-Keokuk formations: implications
for diagenesis (Chyi, Michael S., et al.)
Isotopes—igneous rocks
granites: Chemical and stable isotope composi-
tions of anorogenic granite from Stephenson
County, Illinois (Kyser, T. Kurtis)
isotopes—oxygen
O-lSIO-16: Oxygen isotope evidence for
hydrothermal alteration in buried Precambrian
basement rocks for the Midwest, USA
(Shieh. Yuch-Ning)
— Textural, elemental, and isotopic variations
among constituents in Middle Devonian lime-
stones. North America (Popp, Brian N., etal.)
Isotopes—sedimentary rocks
ratios: Petrologic and geochemical constraints
on the origin of regionally extensive dolomites
of lite Mississippian Burlington and Keokuk
fms., Iowa, Illinois and Missouri (Banner,
Jay Lawrence)
isotopes—strontium
Sr-87ISr-86: Sr isotopes and migration of oil-
field brines from Silurian-Devonian and Mis-
sissippian strata in the Illinois Basin
(Slueber, A. M.)
Isotopes—sulfur
S-.WS-32: Geochemical aspects of outlying
Upper Mississippi Valley (UMV)-type
mineralization in Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin
(KtltZ.K.B.)
isotopes—water
surface water: Inorganic composition and sedi-
mentation rates of backwater lakes associated
with the Illinois River (Caltill, Richard A.)
Jackson County—areal geology
Cathondale: Carbondale: geological science
field trip (Reinertscn, David L.)
Jackson County—economic geology
industrial minerals: Petrology, paleontology
and origin of the Clear Creek Clicrt (Lower
Devonian) in Union and Jackson counties,
southwestern Illinois (Allen, Robert Stanton)
Jackson County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary rocks: Textural, elemental, and
isotopic variations among constituents in Mid-
dle Devonian limestones. North America




pteridophytes: Structure and dynamics of a
Pcnnsylvonian-agc Lepidodcndron forest;
colonizers of a disturbed swamp habitat in Hk:





neotectonics: Thrust faults in southern Illinois





algae: Three new genera of fossil noncalcareous
algae from Valmeyeran (Mississippian) strata
of Illinois (Lcary, Richard L.)
Jersey County—stratigraphy
Quaternary: McAdams Peak scenic overlook
(Styles, Thomas R.)
Jo Daviess County—nrenl geology
guidebook: A guide to the geology of the
Elizabeth area (Reinertscn, David L.)
Johnson County—nreal geology
guidebook: Tunnel Hill area: Johnson and Pope
counties; geological science field trip




Echinodermata: Neoisorophusclla, a new
edrioasteroid genus from the Upper Mississip-
pian of the Eastern United States (Kammer,
Thomas W.,clal.)
K
see under glacial features under glacial
geology
Kane County—nreal geology
guidebook: Balavia area; geological science
field trip (Reinertscn, David L.)
Kane County—engineering geology
site exploration: Oeological-gcotechnical
studies for siting the superconducting super
collider in Illinois; results of the fall 1984 test
drilling program (Kcmpton, J. P.. el al.)
Kane County—hydrogeology
ground water: Hydrogeological evaluation of
groundwater resources in buried bedrock val-
leys, northeastern Illinois (Gilkeson, Robert
IL.etal.)
Kankakee County—engineering geology
petroleum engineering: Geological controls on
spatial variability for one-dimensional arrays
of porosity and permeability normal to layering
(MacMillian, John R.)
Kankakee County—environmental geology
waste disposal: Characteristics and potential
uses of waste from the historic Longwall Coal
mining district in north-central Illinois
(Bradford, Susan Carol, et al.)
Kankakee County—hydrogeology
ground water: Data base design for a regional
ground water quantity assessment in Kankakee





Pisces: Diversity and size changes in pnlaeonis-
ciform fishes (Actinopterygii. Pisces) from the
Pennsylvanian Mazon Creek fauna. Illinois,
U.S.A. (Schultze, Hans-Peter)
Kankakee County—stratigraphy
arcliaeology: A late woodland archaeological
site in association with an ice-contact kame
(Gergen, Robert D.)
Pennsylvanian: Taphonomy of Middle Pennsyl-
vanian Mazon Creek area fossil localities.
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
Northeast Illinois: significance of exceptional
fossil preservation in syngenetic concretions
(Baird, Gordon C, ct al.)
Kankakee Formation
Exploration model for shallow Silurian
(Kankakee) carbonate reservoirs in western Il-
linois (Crockett, Joan E.. et al.)
Kendall County—engineering geology
site exploration: Geological-geotechnical
studies for siting the superconducting super
collider in Illinois: results of the fall 1984 test
drilling program (Kcmpton, J. P., et al.)
Kendall County—environmental geology
waste disposal: Characteristics and potential
uses of waste from the historic Long wall Coal
mining district in north-central Illinois
(Bradford, Susan Carol, et al.)
Keokuk I
Petrologic and geochemical constraints on the
origin of regionally extensive dolomites of the
Mississippian Burlington and Keokuk fms.,
Iowa, Illinois and Missouri (Banner, Jay
Lawrence)
kerogen see tinder organic materials
KlnkakJ Limestone
Biostratigraphic value of the Late Mississip-
pian ostracode Amphissites insignia Croncis
and Thurman, 1939 (Sohn, I. G.)
— Carbonate petrology of the Negli Creek
Limestone Member. Kinkaid Formation
(Chesterian) in southern Illinois (Buchanan,
Douglas Mitchell)
— Neoisorophusella. a new edrioasteroid genus
from tlte Upper Mississippian of the Eastern
United States (Kammer, Thomas W., et al.)
Knox County—soils
maps: Soil survey of Knox County, Illinois
(Windhorn, Roger D.)
La Salle County—engineering geology
petroleum engineering: Geological controls on
spatial variability for one-dimensional arrays
of porosity and permeability normal to layering
(MacMillian.JohnR.)
La Salle County—environmental geology
waste disposal: Characteristics and potential
uses of waste from the historic Longwall Coal
mining district in north-central Illinois




Mollnsca: Shell shape plasticity in Late Penn-
sylvanian myalinids (Bivalvia) (Hickey,
David R.)
La Salle County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary rocks: St. Peter Sandstone: a closer
look (Gntlzeck, Michael W.)
La Salle County—stratigraphy
Pennsylvanian: Taphonotny of Middle Penn-
sylvanian Mazon Creek area fossil localities.
Northeast Illinois: significance of exceptional
fossil preservation in syngenetic concretions
(Baird. Gordon C.et al.)
Pleistocene: Wedron type sections (Johnson.
W. Hilton, etal.)
Lake County—engineering geology
shorelines: Tl»e design of pocket beaches using
a physical model (Anglin, C. D., et al.)
Lake County—environmental geology
pollution: Slrcamflow and water quality of (he
Grand Calumet River, Lake County, Indiana,
and Cook County. Illinois, October 1984
(Crawford, Charles G.)
land subsidence see under engineering geology
see under engineering geology under Williamson
County
land use see under environmental geology
see pollution: reclamation
see under environmental geology under Mississip-
pi Valley; United States
landform description see under geomorphology
lava see igneous rocks
Lawrence County—nrenl geology
guidebook: Lawrenceville geological science
field trip (Reinertsen, David L.)
lead—isotopes
Pb-210: Inorganic composition and sedimenta-
tion rates of backwater lakes associated with
lite Illinois River (Cahill, Richard A.)
lead ores see lead-zinc deposits; zinc ores
lead-zinc deposits see under economic geology
see zinc ores




Ordovician: Middle Ordovician agglutinated
foraminifcra including Reophax from the Mif-
flin Formation. Platteville Group of Illinois
(Gutschick, Raymond C.)
Leemon Formation
Biostratigraphy of I^tc Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
Lemont Drift
Late Quaternary record of the Chicago Outlet
area (Hansel, Ardith K.)
— Stratigraphic relationships, sedimentation,
and correlation of Hie Haeger Till Member in
northeastern Illinois (Hansel, Ardith K.)
i see structural analysis
Llngle Limestone
Middle Devonian coral faunules from Illinois
and their bearing on biogeography (Oliver,
William A., Jr.)
— Textural, elemental, and isolopic variations
among constituents in Middle Devonian lime-
stones. North America (Popp, Brian N. et
al.)
liquid inclusions see fluid inclusions
Little Bear Formation
The Quaternary history of Hie upper Cache
River volley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
Livingston County—engineering geology
petroleum engineering: Geological controls on
spatial variability for one-dimensional arrays





Pleistocene: Chalsworlh Bog; a Woodfordian
kettle (King, James E.)
Livingston Limestone
A bryozoan faunule from the Late Pennsylva-
nian of Illinois (Slralton, James F.)
— Variability in two conularid species from the
Late Pennsylvanian of Illinois (Meyerholtz
K.A.)
Livingston Limestone Member
Two bryozoan faunules from tlie Late Pennsyl-
vanian of Illinois (Strallon, J. F.)
loess see under clastic sediments under sediments
see under eolian features under geomorphology
see under Ihermoiuminescence under geochronol-
Lovelnnd Loess
Pre-Wisconsinan loesses and Paleosols at Pan-
cake Hollow, west-central Illinois (Haiic
Edwin R.)
— lite Quaternary history of the upper Cache
River valley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
Petrology of carbonate interbeds in the "Luana
Beds" of the Upper Ordovician Dubuque For-
mation (upper Galena Group), Upper Missis-
sippi Valley (Ludvigson, Gregory A.)
M
Mackinaw Member
The Quaternary history of the upper Caclie
River valley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
Macon County—hydrogeology
hydrology: Sedimentation and sediment sources
lo Lake Decatur (Fitzpatrick, William P.)
Macon County—stratigraphy
Quaternary: Tlie Wisconsinan glacial margin
(Follmer, Leon R.)
Madison County—hydrogeology
hydrology: Stream geometry and slrcambed
material characteristics of tlie streams widiin
lite Highland and Silver Lake watershed. High-
land, Illinois (Makowski, Paul B., ct al.)
Madison County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary rocks: Falling Spring: active tufa
formation in soutliern Illinois (Rands, D. G.,
etal.)
sedimentary structures: A Mississippian center
at the Cahokia Mounds state historic site
(Styles, Bonnie W.)
Madison County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Mineralogy and stratigraphy of II-
linoian and pre-lllinoian tills across south-
central Illinois (Fox. John M.)
— Wisconsinan loesses at the Pleasant Grove
School Section ( McKay. E. Donald)
Quaternary: Illinoian and older loesses and tills
at die Mary ville Section (McKay, E. Donald)
see igneous rocks
Bibliography
mngnetlc surveys see under geophysical surveys





Wedron type sections (Johnson, W. Hilton, et
•I.)
Mammalia see under paleontology
Mammalia—distribution
Holocene: Dynamics of mammalian distribu-
tion in the Holocene of Illinois (Purdue,
James R.)
Mammalia—Perfesodactyla
Holocene: Taphonomic observations on the
Recent Poosland horse burial (Oliver, James
S.)
maps jee under areal geology under Oallatin
County: Saline County
see under soils under Knox County; Monroe
County
Maquoketa Formation
Diostratigraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
— Biostratigraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
— Exploration model for shallow Silurian
(Kankakee) carbonate reservoirs in western Il-
linois (Crockett, Joan E., et al.)
— Hydrogeological evaluation of groundwater
resources in buried bedrock valleys, north-
eastern Illinois (Oilkeson, Robert H„ et al.)
— Lithostratigraphy of the Platteville, Galena
and Maquoketa groups in northern Illinois
(Kolata, Dennis R.)
— Ordovician pelecypods from the Upper Mis-
sissippi Valley (Pojeta, John, Jr.)
— Shatter cones in Illinois: evidence for mete-
oritic impacts at Olasford and Des Plaines
(McHone. J. F.. et al.)
— Shatter cones in Illinois: evidence for mete-
oritic impacts at Olasford and Des Plaines
(McHone, John F.. et al.)
— Upper Mississippi Valley Champlainian and
Cincinnatian echinoderms (Kolata, Dennis
R., et al.)
Mnrion County—nreal geology
guidebook: A guide to the geology of the Salem
area (Reinertsen, David L.)
Marshall County—environmental geology
waste disposal: Characteristics and potential
uses of waste from the historic Longwall Coal
mining district in north-central Illinois
(Bradford, Susan Carol, et al.)
Maryvllle SHI
Illinoian and older loesses and tilts at the
Maryville Section (McKay, E. Donald)
Mason County—hydrogeology
ground water: Estimating irrigation pumpage;
lessons in the variability of individual well
pumpage (Bowman, Jean A.)
mathematical geology see data processing
Mattoon Formation
Two bryozoan faunules from the Late Pennsyl-
vanian of Illinois (Slralton, J. F.)
McCrnney Limestone
Micromorph crinoid fauna of the McCraney
Limestone (Mississippian, Kinderhookian) of
i Illinois (Lane, N. Oary)
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McDonough County—economic geology
fuel resources: Source rock screening studies of
Ordovician Maquoketa Shale in western Il-
linois (Autrey, A., et al.)
McDonough Loess Member
Wisconsinan loesses at the Pleasant Grove
School Section (McKay, E.Donald)
McHenry County—fitrntlgraphy
Pleistocene: Stratigrnphic relationships, sedi-
mentation, and correlation of the Haeger Till
Member in northeastern Illinois (Hansel, Ar-
dith K.)
McLean County—engineering geology
petroleum engineering: Geological controls on
spatial variability for one-dimensional arrays
of porosity and permeability normal to layering
(MacMillian, John R.)
Meadow Loess Member
Wisconsinan loesses at the Pleasant Grove
School Section (McKay, E. Donald)
meetings see symposia
Menard County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Athens Quarry sections: type





Eclunodermata: Neoisorophusella, a new
edrioasteroid genus from the Upper Mississip-
pian of tlie Eastern United Slates (Kammer,
Thomas W.,etal.)
Mesozoic see Cretaceous
metal ores see under economic geology
see lead-zinc deposits; zinc ores
melallogeny see mineral deposits, genesis
metamorphk rocks see igneous rocks; metaso-
matism
metnmorphlsm see metasomatism




hydrothermal alteration: Oxygen isotope
evidence for hydrothermal alteration in buried
Precambrian basement rocks for the Midwest,
USA (Shieh, Yuch-Ning)
Midwest—economic geology
fuel resources: Oil and gas developments in
east-central states in 1985 (Oltz, D. P., et al.)
mineral resources: Midcontinent Strategic and
Critical Minerals Project (Pratt, Walden P.)
Midwest—engineering geology
slope stability: Landslides in the New Madrid
seismic zone (Jibson, Randall W.)
Midwest—environmental geology
pollution: How clean is clcan7 How Midwest
states ore addressing groundwater clean-up




isotopes: Oxygen isotope evidence for
hydrothermal alteration in buried Precambrian





seismic surveys: Oil and gas developments in




Mollusca: First report of Silurian chitons
(Polyplacophora, Mollusca) from North
America (Kluessendorf. Joanne)
Midwest—seismology
earthquakes: New Madrid seismolectonic pro-
gram (Buschbach, T. C.)
— Seismic hazard analysis for the central
United States (Perry, Robert Gayle)
Midwest—stratigraphy
Ordovician: Late Ordovician-Early Silurian
strata in tlie central United Stales and lite Hir-
nantian Stage (Amsden, Thomas W.)
Silurian: Late Ordovician-Early Silurian strata
in tlie central United Stales and tlie Hirnanlian
Stage (Amsden, Thomas W.)
Midwest—structural geology
tectonics: Tectonic subsidence analysis of tlie
Illinois Basin (Heidlauf. D. T., et al.)
Mifflin Limestone
Bryozoa from Rocklandian (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins, Olgerts L.)
— Middle Ordovician agglutinated
foraminifera including Reophax from the Mif-
flin Formation, Platteville Group of Illinois
(Gutschick, Raymond C.)
— Platteville and Dccorali trilobitcs from Il-
linois and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence
Lynch, etal.)
Mlllersville Limestone Member
Ontogeny and taxonomy of some Pennsylva-
nian crinoids from tlie Millersville Limestone
Member (Bond Formation), Missourian, in
Coles County, Illinois (Peters, Janet)
mineral deposits, genesis—fluorspar
hydrothermal processes: "Coonlail" fluorilc
rliylhmites of southern Illinois; evidence for
episodic basin dewalering (Cowan, Clinton
A., etal.)
mineral deposits, genesis—industrial minerals
epigene processes: Petrology, paleontology and
origin of ihe Clear Creek Chert (Lower
Devonian) in Union and Jackson counties,
southwestern Illinois (Allen, Robert Stanton)
mineral deposits, genesis—mineral resources
ore-forming fluids: Midcontinent Strategic and
Critical Minerals Project (Pratl, Walden P.)
mineral resources see under economic geology
see metal ores
see under economic geology under Midwest
see under mineral deposits, genesis
minerals see crystal growth
crystal growth
crystal form: St. Peler Sandstone: a still closer
look required; discussion (Van Loon, A. J.)
minerals—oxides
magnetite: Occurrence of secondary magnetite
within biodegraded oil (McCabe. Chad, el
al.)
minerals—sulfides
overgrowtlis: Pyrite overgrowths of marcasile
from Sparta, Randolph County, Illinois
(Chamberlain, Steven C.)
sphalerite: Decrepitation of sphalerite and as-
sociated minerals from Rosiclarc, Illinois
(Smith, F. G.)
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
mining geology see under engineering geology
mining geology—methods
underground mining: Long-term inability of





roof control: Structural stability of coal mine





coat: Thrust faults in southern Illinois Basin:
result of contemporary stress? (Nelson, W.
John)
miospores see under palynomorphs
Mississippi Valley—economic geology
lead-zinc deposits: Covariation between Pb and
S isotopic ratios in galenas from two lead
mining areas in the Upper Mississippi Valley
Zn-Pb district (Millen, Timothy M.)
Mississippi Valley—engineering geology
earthquakes: An overview of implementing
CUSEC's goals (Jones, E. Erie)
— Availability and applications of Earth scien-
ces data at national, regional, and community
scales (Johnston. Arch C.)
— Background and summary of the workshop
on Earth science considerations forearlliquake
hazards reduction in the central United States
(Hays, Walter W.)
— Building research needs for earthquake
hazards mitigation measures in the central
United Stales (Hanson, Robert D.)
— Community preparedness planning for earth-
quakes (Oori, Paula L.)
— Developing a computer-assisted seismic risk
assessment model for the New Madrid earth-
quake zone (Chernoff, Andrew, et al.)
— Evaluation of the workshop on Earth science
considerations for earthquake hazards reduc-
tion in the central United States (Tubbesing,
Susan K.)
— Examination of the body of technical data
available for assessing the nature and extent of
earthquake hazards in the Mississippi Valley
area and devising options for mitigating Uicir
effects (Hays, Waller W.)
— Needs for developing and adoption of earth-
quake mitigation measures related to land-use
and building practices (Cassaro, Michael A.)
— Proceedings of Conference XXXV; a
workshop on Earth science considerations for
earthquake hazards reduction in the central
United States (Hays, Walter W., et al.)
— Technical aspects of seismic microzonation
(Hays. Waller W.)
— The current and projected stale-of-
knowledge on earthquake hazards (Nuttli
OlIoW.)
geologic hazards: An overview of implement-
ing CUSEC's goals (Jones, E. Erie)
— Availability and applications of Earth scien-
ces data al national, regional, and community
scales (Johnston, Arch C.)
— Background and summary of the workshop
on Earth science considerations for earthquake
hazards reduction in the central United Stales
(Hays, Walter W.)
— Building research needs for earthquake
hazards mitigation measures in the central
United States (I lanson, Robert D.)
Bibliography
— Community preparedness planning for earth-
quakes (Oori, Paulo L.)
— Developing a computer-assisted seismic risk
assessment model for the New Madrid earth-
quake zone (Cliemoff, Andrew, el al.)
— Evaluation of the workshop on Earth science
considerations for earthquake hazards reduc-
tion in the central United States (Tubbesing.
SusanK.)
— Examination of the body of technical data
available for assessing the nature and extent of
earthquake hazards in the Mississippi Valley
area and devising options for mitigating iheir
effects (Hays. Walter W.)
— Needs for developing and adoption of earth-
quake mitigation measures related to land-use
and building practices (Cassaro, Michael A.)
— Proceedings of Conference XXXV; a
workshop on Earth science considerations for
earthquake hazards reduction in the central
United Slates (Hays. Walter W.. et al.)
— Technical aspects of seismic microzonation
(Hays, Waller W.)
— The current and projected sfate-of-
knowledge on earthquake hazards (Nuttli
Olio W.)
Mississippi Valley—environmental geology
land use: Needs for developing and adoption of
earthquake mitigation measures related to
land-use and building practices (Cassaro,
Michael A.)
Mississippi Valley—geomnrphology
glacial geology: Prcglacial drainage in the
upper Mississippi Valley region (Anderson,
Richard C.)
Mississippi Valley—paleontology
Echinodermata: Crinoids of the Champlainian
(Middle Ordovician) Outtenberg Formation;
upper Misissippi Valley region (Kolata,
Dennis R.)
Mississippi Valley—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary rocks: Petrology of carbonate in-
lerbeds in the "Luana Beds" of the Upper Or-
dovician Dubuque Formation (upper Galena
Group), Upper Mississippi Valley (Ludvig-
son, Gregory A.)
Mississippi Valley—stratigraphy
Ordovician: Biostrotigraphy of Late Ordovician
solitary rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi
Valley region (Elias, Robert J.)
Mississippi Valley—structural geology
tectonics: Tectonic subsidence analysis of die
Illinois Basin (Heidlauf. D. T. et al.)
Mississippi Valley—tectonophyslcs
crust: Illinois Basin Ullradeep Drillhole
(Frost, Joyce K.)
Mississlpplan see under stratigraphy under Ran-
dolph County; United States
Moccasin Springs Formation
Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian stratig-
raphy of the central Illinois Basin (Drosle,
John B.)
Mohorovtclc discontinuity see crust
Mollusca
—Archacngastropoda
PennsyIranian: Responses to cycles within and
among Pennsylvanian basins; migration,




Pennsylvanian: Shell shape plasticity in Late
Pennsylvanian myalinids (Bivalvia) (Hick-
ey, David R.)
Mollusca—Cephalopoda
Paleozoic: Upper Paleozoic cephalopod man-
dibles; frequency of occurrence, modes of
preservation, and palcoecological implications
(Mapes, Royal H.)
Mollusca—Polyplacophora
Silurian: First report of Polyplacophora (Mol-





Ordovician: Biostratigraphy of the Middle and
Late Ordovician cephalopoda of lite Upper
Mississippi Valley area (Catalani. John A.)
mollusks—bivalves
Ordovician: Ordovician pelecypods from the
Upper Mississippi Valley (Pojela, John, Jr.)
Monroe County—soils
maps: Soil survey of Monroe County, Illinois
(Higgins, S. K.)
Montgomery County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Gcochelone in Illinois and the II-
linoian-Sangamoninn vegetation of the type
region (King, James E.)
— Stratified Illinoian-Sangamonian pollen,
plant macrofossil, invertebrate and vertebrate
record at Hopwood Farm (Saunders, Jeffrey
moraines see under glacial features under glacial
geology
Morton Loess
A preliminary note on fossil insect faunas from
central Illinois (Morgan, Alan V.)
Mount Simon Sandstone
Geological controls on spatial variability for
one-dimensional arrays of porosity and per-
meability normal to layering (MacMillian,
John R.)
— Ground water management in northeastern
Illinois; upconing of mineralized water in the
Mt. Simon Formation (Barnes, Marion Jack-
son)
Murphyshoro Coal Member
Whole-plant reconstruction of two maraltialean
ferns from the Middle Pennsylvanian of lite
Illinois Basin (Lesnikowska, Alicia)
museums see associations: survey organizations
Lizzadro Museum: Collections and displays:




Dickson Mounds Museum: Dickson Mounds
(Ham. Alan D.)
ee Member
Plotteville and Dccorah trilobiles from Illinois
and Wisconsin (De Molt. Lawrence Lynch, el i
.1.) |




Lithoslratigraphy of (he Plalteville. Galena and
Maquoketa group* in northern Illinois
(Kolata, Dennis R.)
Negll Creek Limestone
Carbonate petrology of the Negli Creek Lime-
stone Member, Kinkaid Formation
(Chesierian) in southern Illinois (Buchanan,
Douglas Mitchell)
— Dolomite rhombs within sparry calcite:
evidence for recrystallizalion textures in Upper
Mississippian limestones in southern Illinois
(Buchanan, D. M.)
neodymhim—botopes
Nd-144INd-143: Petrologic and geocliemical
constraints on the origin of regionally extensive
dolomite* of the Mississippian Burlington and
Keokuk fms., Iowa, Illinois and Missouri
(Banner, Jay Lawrence)
neotectonics see changes of level: tectonics
see under structural geology under Jefferson
County: Saline County: Union County; William-
son County
New Albany Shale
Exploration model for shallow Silurian
(Kankakee) carbonate reservoirs in western Il-
linois (Crockett, Joan E.. et al.)
— Sr isotopes and migration of oil-field brines
from Silurian-Devonian and Mississippian
strata in the Illinois Basin (Stueber, A. M.)
New Harmony Group
Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian stratig-
raphy of the central Illinois Basin (Droste.
JohnB.)
New Richmond Sandstone
Lower Ordovician conodonts from die subsur-
face of north-central Illinois (Shaw, Thomas
H.)
Nolx Oolite Member
Bioslratigraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
nnnmetnl deposits see dolostone deposits:
fluorspar: industrial minerals
North America see United Stales
North Am«rko—economic geology
fuel resources: Character and distribution of
Trentonian and Blackriverian reservoirs in
eastern North America; implications for reser-
voir quality and exploration (Keith, Brian D.)
North America—geochemistry
(race elements: Textural, elemental, and
isotopic variations among constituents in Mid-
dle Devonian limestones. North America




Mollusca: First report of Polyplacophora (Mol-
luscs) from the Silurian of North America
(Kluessendorf, Joanne)
North Aimrlca—sedimentary petrology
sediments: The dispersal of glacially-produced
loess material in North America (Smalley,
Ian J.)
North America—stratigraphy
Ordovician: Middle Ordovician (Trenton) dis-
conformily in Michigan and Illinois basins;
40
subaerial or submarine origin? (Churcher, P.
L.)
North America—structural geology
epeirogeny: Fission-track thcnnoclironology of
basement from the North American Craton: a
I billion year record of cnistal epeirogeny
(Crowley, Kevin D.)
Northern Hemisphere see North America
Ogle County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: A review of the Esmond Till
(Fol Inter, Leon R.)
oil see petroleum
oil and gas fields see under economic geology
see petroleum
oil sands see bitumens
oil shale see bitumens
Oneuta Dolomite
Lower Ordovician conodonts from the subsur-
face of north-central Illinois (Shaw, Thomas
H.)
oolite see under carbonate rocks under sedimenta-
ry rocks
Orchard Creek Shale
Bioslratigraphy of Lale Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
— Bioslratigraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
Ordovician see under stratigraphy under Lee





petroleum: Biochemical evolutionary sig-
nificance of Ordovician oils and their sources
(Reed, J. D., el al.)
organic materials see bitumens; petroleum
organic materials—bitumens
alteration: Occurrence of secondary magnetite
within biodegroded oil (McCabe, Chad, et
al.)
organic materials—kerogen
evolution: Biochemical evolutionary sig-
nificance of Ordovician oils and their sources
(Reed, J. D.. etal.)
pvrvhsales: Kcrogen-mineral reactions at
raised temperatures in die presence of water





Devonian: Ostracode paleoecology of some
Middle Devonian beds in the Wittenberg
Trough of southeastern Missouri and south-
western Illinois (Fraunfelter, O. H.)
ostracods—hiostratlgraphy
Mississippian: Biostraligraphic value of the
Late Mississippian ostracode Amphissites in-
signia Croneis and Thurman, 1939 (Sohn, I.
O.)




surface water: Assessment of water quality and
factors affecting dissolved oxygen in the San-
gamon River, Decatur to Riverton. Illinois,
summer 1982 (Sclunidt, Arthur R.)
oxygen—isotopes
0-18IO-16: Chemical and stable isotope com-
positions of anorogenic granite from Stephen-
son County, Illinois (Kyser, T. Kurtis)
— Isotope geochemistry of crinoids from Bur-
lington-Keokuk formations; implications for
diagenesis (Giyi, Michael S., et al.)
— Oxygen isotope evidence for hydrothermal
alteration in buried Precambrian basement
rocks for tltc Midwest, USA (Shieli, Yuch-
Ning)
— Petrologic and geochemical constraints on
the origin of regionally extensive dolomites of
the Mississippian Burlington and Keokuk fms.,
Iowa, Illinois and Missouri (Banner, Jay
Lawrence)
— Stable isotope evidence for the origin of
epigenetic pyrite and sphalerite in coal of the
Illinois Basin (Wltelan, J. F., et al.)
— Textural. elemental, and isotonic variations
among constituents in Middle Devonian lime-
stones. North America (Popp, Brian N., etal.)
paleobotany
angiosperms: Dicotyledonous wood from the
Late Cretaceous of Illinois (Wheeler, E. F.. el
al.)
gymnosperms: Pennsyivanioxylon of Middle
and Upper Pennsylvanian coals from the Il-
linois Basin and its comparison with
Mesoxylon (Coslanza. S. H.)
Plantae: Wisconsinan environments in western
Illinois (Baker, Richard G., et al.)
pteridophvtes: Whole-planl reconstruction of
two maraltialean ferns from die Middle Penn-
sylvanian of (lie Illinois Basin (Lesnikowska.
Alicia)
paieoclimatoiogy—Holocene
Illinois: Dynamics ofmammalian distribution in
the Holocene of Illinois (Purdue. James R.)
paieoclimatoiogy—Ordovician
Midwest: Late Ordovician-Eorly Silurian strata
in the central United Stales and the rlirnanlian
Stage ( Amsdeii. Thomas W.)
paieoclimatoiogy—Pleistocene
Montgomery County: Geochclone in Illinois and
Hie Illinoian-Sangamonian vegetation of (lie
type region (King, James E.)
pnleoecology—Devonian
Midwest: Micropaleonlology, carbonate petrog-
raphy and environments of deposition of llie
Grand Tower Limestone (Middle Devonian) in
southwestern Illinois and southeastern Mis-
souri (Devera, Joseph A.)
paleoecology—foraminifers
Ordovician: Middle Ordovician agglutinated
foraminifera including Reophax from Ute Mif-
flin Formation, Plalteville Group of Illinois
(Gulschick, Raymond C.)
paleoecology—ichnofosslls
Mississippian: An Upper Mississippian trace-
fossil assemblage from die Tar Springs Sand-
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
Platteville Formation
stone, southern Illinois (Wescott, William
A.)
paleoecology—Invertehrata
Pennsvlvaman: Taphonomy of Middle Penn-
sylvanian Mazon Creek area fossil localities.
Northeast Illinois; significance of exceptional
fossil preservation in syngenetic concretions
(Baird, Gordon Cetal.)
pnleoecology—Mammalia
Holocent: Dynamics of mammalian distribu-
tion in the Holocene of Illinois (Purdue,
James R.)
paleoecology—mollmks
Paleozoic: Upper Paleozoic cephalopod man-
dibles; frequency of occurrence, modes of
preservation, and paleoecological implications
(Mapes. Royal H.)
paleoecology—Ostracoda
Devonian: Ostracode paleoecology of some
Middle Devonian beds in the Wittenberg
Trough of southeastern Missouri and south-




Pleistocene: Geochelone in Illinois and the II-
linoian-Sangamonian vegetation of Uie type




Pennsylvanian: Structure and dynamics of a
Pennsylvanian-age Lepidodendron forest;
colonizers of a disturbed swamp habitat in the
Herrin (No. 6) Coal of Illinois (DiMichele,
William A.)
paieogeography—Pennsylvanian
Rock Island County: Early Pennsylvanian
paleogeology and paleolopography of Rock
Island County, Illinois (Leary, Richard L.)
paieogeography—Pliocene
Mississippi Valley: Preglacial drainage in the
upper Mississippi Valley region (Anderson,
Richard C.)
paleomagnetlsm—inlerprelatlon
magnetic minerals: Occurrence of secondary
magnetite within biodegraded oil (McCabe,
Chad, et al.)
paleontology
Arthropoda: An occurrence of Rhizocorallium
in the upper Caseyville Formation (Lower Pen-
nsyvlanian) of southern Illinois (Praunfelter,
Oeorge H.)
Brymoa: A bryozoan faunule from the l-ate
Pennsylvanian of Illinois (Stratton, James F.)
— Possible trophic structuring in a Mississip-
pian meshwork fenestrate Bryozoa assemblage
(Snyder. Edward M.)
— Worlheiiopora (Bryozoa, Slenolaemata);
morphology and stratigraphic usefulness of a
cryptostome(Plilodiclyina) with acheilostome
appearance (Hageman, Steven J.)
Coelenterata: Variability in two conularid
species from the Late Pennsylvanian of Illinois
(Meyerholtz. K. A.)
Insecta: Paleoenvirunmcnl of Farmdalian sedi-
ments at Wedron, Illinois based on fossil insect
analyses (Oarry. Clarke E.. et al.)
Mammalia: Dynamics of mammalian distribu-
tion in the Holocene of Illinois (Purdue,
James R.)
— Taphonomic observations on the Recent
Foosland horse burial (Oliver, Jamea S.)
Pisces: The "cladodont level" sharks of the
Pennsylvanian black shales of central North
America (Williams, M. E.)
Paleosols see under soils under Calhoun County;
weathering; Winnebago County
pnleotemperature see geologic thermometry





Mollusca: Upper Paleozoic cephalopod man-
dibles; frequency of occurrence, modes of




Pennsylvanian: Structure and dynamics of a
Pennsylvanian-age Lepidodendron forest:
colonizers of a disturbed swamp habitat in the
Herrin (No. 6) Coal of Illinois (DiMichele,
William A.)
Pleistocene: Athens Quarry sections: type
locality of die Sangamon Soil (Follmer, Leon
R.etal.)
— Chstsworth Bog: a Woodfordian kettle
(King, James E.)
— Geochelone in Illinois and the Illinoian-San-
gamonian vegetation of the type region
(King. James E.)
— Middle and late Wisconsin floras of western
Illinois and north-central Iowa (Sullivan, A.
B.)
— Stratified Illinoian-Sangamonian pollen,
plant macrofossil, invertebrate and vertebrate
record at Hopwood Farm (Saunders, Jeffrey
J.)
— Wedron type sections (Johnson, W. Hilton,
et al.)
Pecatonka Dolomite Member
Platteville and Decorah trilobites from Illinois
and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence Lynch, et
al.)
Peddkord Formation
Wedron type sections (Johnson, W. Hilton, et
al.)
Penmyrvnnian see under stratigraphy under
Grundy County: Kankakee County: La Salle





cryptoexplosion features: Shatter cones in Il-
linois; evidence for meteoritic impacts at Olas-
ford and Des Plaines ( McHone, J. F.. et al.)
Peoria Loess
The Quaternary history of the upper Cache
River valley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
perlglacial features set under glacial geology
Perbsodactyla see under Mammalia
petroleum see under economic geology
see oil and gas fields
see under economic geology under Bond County;
Crawford County
see under geochemistry under Ordovician
petroleum—exploration
indicators: Occurrence of secondary magnetite





kerogen: Biochemical evolutionary sig-
nificance of Ordovician oils and their sources
(Reed. J. D., et al.)
petrology
intrusions: "New" occurrences of ultramafic,
alkaline dike rocks from Arkansas and Illinois
(Shervais. J. W.)
tektites: Possible impaclspherules from near the
base of the Middle Ordovician in northern Il-
linois (Read, William F.)
Pettlt Formation
Late Ordovician-Early Silurian strata in the
central United Slates and tlie Hirnanlian Stage
(Amsden, Thomas W.)
Phanerozolc see Cretaceous: Devonian:
Holocene: Mississippian: Ordovician; Pennsylva-
nian; Pleistocene; Quaternary; Silurian
phase equilibria—sheet silicates, clay minerals
AT20-Ali03-Si02-HjO: The stability of il-
lite/smectite during diagenesis: an experimen-
tal study (Sass, Bruce M.,ctal.)
physical geography see geomorphology
Pisces see under paleontology
Pisces—Chondrkhthyes
Pennsylvanian: The "cladodont level" sharks of
the Pennsylvanian black shales of central
North America (Williams. M. E.)
Pennsylvanian: Diversity and size changes in
palaeonisciform fishes (Actinopterygii. Pis-
ces) from the Pennsylvanian Mazon Creek
fauna, Illinois, U.S.A. (Schullze, Hans-
Peter)




pollen, plant macrofossil, invertebrate and ver-
tebrate record at Hopwood Farm (Saunders,
Jeffrey J.)
Platteville Formation
Biostratigraphy of the Middle and Late Ordovi-
cian cephalopoda of the Upper Mississippi
Valley area (Catalani. John A.)
— Bryozoa from Rocklandian (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins. Olgerta L.)
— Groundwater modeling for assessing
remedial alternatives at a Superfund site
(Murray. Willard A., et al.)
— Lilhoslratigraphy of the Platteville. Galena
and Maquoketa groups in northern Illinois
(Kolata. Dennis R.)
— Middle Ordovician agglutinated
foraminifera including Reophax from the Mif-
flin Formation. Platteville Group of Illinois
(Gutschick. Raymond C.)
— Ordovician pelecypodn from lite Upper Mis-
sissippi Valley (Pojeta. John, Jr.)
— Platteville and Decorah trilobites from Il-
linois and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence
Lynch, et al.)
— Upper Mississippi Valley Chnmplainian and





Wisconsinan loesses at llie Pleasant Grove
School Section (McKay. E. Donald)
Pleistocene see under stratigraphy under Calhoun
County; Henderson County; La Salle County;
Livingston County; Madison County; McHenry
Co'unty; Menard County; Montgomery County;
Ogle County; Winnebago County
pollen see palynomorphs
pollution see under environmental geology:
ground water
see reclamation; waste disposal
see under environmental geology under Bureau
County; Cook County; Lake County; Midwest;
Williamson County
pollution—air
case studies: Weathering and weathering rates




acid mine drainage: Groundwater re-estab-
lishment in cast overburden (Herring, Wil-
liam C.)
Polychnelln see under worms
Pope County—areal (geology
guidebook: Tunnel Hill area; Johnson and Pope
counties; geological science field trip
(Reinertsen, David L., et al.)
Porters Creek Formation





coal: Distribution and aqueous leachability of
sodium, chlorine, and potassium in coal
(Demir, I.,et al.)
Pounds Sandstone Member
A marine shale in tlie Caseyville Formation
(Lower Pennsylvanian) in southern Illinois
(Dcvera, Joseph A., et al.)
— An occurrence of Rhizocorallium in the
upper Caseyville Formation (Lower Pennsyv-
lanian) of southern Illinois (Fraunfelter,
George H.)
Prairie du Chien Group
Lower Ordovician conodonls from the subsur-




Ordovician pelecypods from the Upper Missis-
sippi Valley (Pojeta, John, Jr.)
Proterozoic see under geochronology under
Stephenson County
pteridophytes see under paleobotany
pteridophytes—floral studies
Pennsylvanian: Whole-plant reconstruction of
two marattialean ferns from the Middle Penn-
sylvanian of tlie Illinois Basin (Lesnikowska,
Alicia)
pteridophytes—Lycopslda
Pennsylvanian: Structure and dynamics of a
Pennsylvanian-age Lepidodendron forest:
colonizers of a disturbed swamp habitat in the




waste disposal: Characteristics and potential
uses of waste from the historic Lnngwall Coal
mining district in north-central Illinois
(Bradford, Susan Carol, et al.)




Bryozoa from Rocklandian (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of tlie Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins, Olgerts L.)
Qulmbys Mill Member
Platteville and Decorah Irilobites from Illinois
and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence Lynch, et
al.)
Racine Dolomite
Doloinitic spcleotliems (Bcrger, Kenneth J.)
— Occurrence of secondary magnetite within
biodegraded oil (McCabe, Chad, et al.)
— Urban encroachment on dolomite resources
of (lie Chicago area, Illinois (Mikulic, Donald
O.)
radioactive dating see absolute age
radiocarbon dating see absolute age
Randolph County—mineralogy
sulfides: Pyrite overgrowths of marcasile from
Sparta, Randolph County, Illinois (Chamber-
lain, Steven C.)
Randolph County—stratigraphy
archaeology : Holocene archaeology and geol-
ogy of the Modoc Rock Shelter Site (Styles,
Bonnie W., el al.)
Holocene: Holocene archaeology and geology
or the Modoc Rock Shelter Site (Styles, Bon-
nie W., el al.)
Mississippian: An Upper Mississippian trace-
fossil assemblage from the Tar Springs Sand-
stone, southern Illinois (Wescott, William
A.)




dolostone: Pelrologic and geochemical con-
straints on tlie origin of regionally extensive
dolomites of the Mississippian Burlington and
Keokuk fms., Iowa, Illinois and Missouri
(Banner. Jay Lawrence)




ground water: Groundwater re-establishment in
cast overburden (Herring, William C.)
reefs see under sedimentary petrology
remote sensing see geophysical methods
see under geophysical surveys
Renault Formation
Petrology of the limestones of (lie Renault For-
mation (Mississippian System) from south-
western Illinois and southeastern Missouri
(Walker, Monte E.)
reservoir rocks see under clastic rocks under sed-
imentary rocks
see under petroleum engineering under engineer-
ing geology
reservoirs see dams
resistivity jeeiirh/erelectrical logging under well-
logging
Richland County—engineering geology
earthquakes: Earthquake hazard mapping in Il-
linois using a geographic information system
(McKay, E. Donald, III, et al.)
rivers see hydrology
Robeln Silt
A preliminary note on fossil insect faunas from
central Illinois (Morgan, Alan V.)
— A review of the Esmond Till (Follmer,
Leon R.)
Rock Island County—stratigraphy
Pennsylvanian: Early Pennsylvanian paleogeol-
ogy and paleotopography of Rock Island Coun-
ty, Illinois (Leary, Richard L.)
rock mechanics see under engineering geology
see soil mechanics; underground installations
rock mechanics—case studies
loading: Structural stability of coal mine entry
intersections; case studies (Hanna, K., et al.)
rock mechanics—deformation
nticrocracks: Microcrack porosity and in situ
stress in Illinois borehole UPH 3 (Carlson, S.
R)
— Microcrack porosity versus depth: relation-
ship to in situ stress and fracture density
(Carlson, S.R., etal.)
settlement: A case study of geotechnical studies
for an improved room-and-pillar retreat mining
system in Illinois (Giugh, Yoginder P., el al.)
rock mechanics—failures
underground mining: Thrust faults in southern
Illinois Basin: result of contemporary stress?
(Nelson, W. John)
rock mechanics—site exploration
evaluation: Geological-geolechnical studies for
siting die superconducting super collider in
Illinois; results of (lie fall 1984 lest drilling
program (Kempton, J. P., et al.)
Rosklare Sandstone Member
Holocene archaeology and geology of the
Modoc Rock Slieller Site (Styles, Bonnie W.,
etal.)
Roxana Silt
A review of tlie Esmond Till (Follmer, Leon
R)
— Illinoian and older loesses and tills at tlie
Maryville Section (McKay, E. Donald)
— Pre-Wisconsinan loesses and Paleosols al
Pancake Hollow, west-central Illinois (Hajic,
Edwin R.)
— The Quaternary history of the upper Cache
River valley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
— The Wisconsinan glacial margin (Follmer,
Leon R.)
— Wisconsinan loesses at tlie Pleasant Grove
School Section (McKay, E. Donald)
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
sedimentary rocks—organic residues
Solnl Clnlr County—hydrogeology
hydrology: Assessment of low-flow water
quality in Richland Creek, II linois (Freeman,
- W. o.>
Saint Clnlr County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary structures: A Mississippi an center
at the Cahokia Mounds state historic site
(Styles, Bonnie W.)
Salnl Loub Limestone
The St. Louis Limestone (Middle Mississip-
pian) of Illinois Basin. U.S.A.: a carbonate
ramp-bar-platform model (Diaby, I.)
— Three new genera of fossil noncalcareous
algae from Valmeyeran (Mississippian) strata
of Illinois (Leary, Richard L.)
Saint Peter Sandstone
Ordovician pelecypods from the Upper Missis-
sippi Valley (Pojeta, John, Jr.)
— Possible impact spherules from near the base
of the Middle Ordovician in northern Illinois
(Read. William F.)
— St. Peter Sandstone: a closer look (Orut-
zeck, Michael W.)
Salem Limestone
Microfacies, diagenesis and porosity develop-
ment in the Salem Limestone in southern Il-
linois (Reicheldcrfer, J. L.)
— Subsurface geology and petrography of the
Salem Limestone in portions of Hamilton,
White, and Wayne counties, Illinois (Lam-
borg, Amy Davison)
— Worthenopora (Bryozoa, Stenolaemata);
morphology and stratigraphic usefulness of a
cryptoslome(Ptilodictyina)withacheilostome
appearance (Hagcman, Steven J.)
Saline County—oreol geology
maps: Geologic map of the Equality Quad-
rangle, Gallatin and Saline counties. Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
— Geologic map of the Rudement Quadrangle,
Saline County, Illinois (Nelson, W. John)
Saline County—hydrogeology
ground water: 1 1 ydrogcol ogical effects of aban-
doned underground coal mines. Muddy, Il-
linois (Saric, James A.)
Saline County—structural geology
neotectonics: Thrust faults in southern Illinois
Basin: result of contemporary stress7 (Nel-
son, W. John)
Sangamon County—hydrogeology
hydrology: Assessment of water quality and
factors affecting dissolved oxygen in the San-
gamon River, Decatur to Riverton, Illinois,
summer 1982 (Schmidt, Arthur R.)
Scales Formation
Biostratigraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias. Robert J.)
— Biostratigraphy of Late Ordovician solitary
rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Elias, Robert J.)
— Lithostraligraphy of the Plalteville, Galena




fuel resources: Source rock screening studies of
Ordovician Maquoketa Shale in western Il-
linois (Autrey, A., el al.)
sea-level fluctuations see changes of level
sedimentary petrology
clay mineralogy: Clay minerals facies of
sealrocks below Pennsylvanian coals in Illinois
(White, W. Arthur)
— Mineralogy and genesis of the Porters Creek
Clay (Thomas, Andrew)
— Origin of clay minerals associated with
Pennsylvanian strata in the Illinois Basin
(Hughes, R. E., et al.)
diagenesis: Petrologic and geochemical con-
straints on the origin of regionally extensive
dolomites of the Mississippian Burlington and
Keokuk fins., Iowa, Illinois and Missouri
(Banner. Jay Lawrence)
reefs: Micropaleontology, carbonate petrog-
raphy and environments of deposition of tlte
GrandTower Limestone (M iddle Devoni an ) in
southwestern Illinois and southeastern Mis-
souri (Devera, Joseph A.)
sedimentary rocks: A data base for the analysis
of compositional characteristics of coal seams
and macerals: Final report, Part 6, Petrography
and depositions! environment of the Herrin
(No. 6) Seam in central, eastern and
northwestern Illinois (Russell, Suzanne J.)
— Dolomite rhombs within sparry calcite;
evidence for recrysUtllizatinn textures in Upper
Mississippian limestones in southern Illinois
(Buchanan, D. M.)
— Elemental abundances in coal lithotypes of
Herrin (No. 6) Coal, Illinois Basin (Chou, C.
L.elal.)
— Microfacies, diagenesis and porosity
development in the Salem Limestone in
southern Illinois (Reicheldcrfer, J. L.)
— Petrology of the limestones of tlie Renault
Formation (Mississippian System) from sou tit-
western Illinois and southeastern Missouri
(Walker. Monte E.)
— Stable isotope evidence for the origin of
epigenetic pyrite and sphalerite in coal of the
Illinois Basin (Whelan. J. F„ et al.)
sedimentation: Carbonate petrology of the
Negli Creek Limestone Member, Kinkaid For-
mation (Chesterian) in southern Illinois
(Buchanan, Douglas Mitchell)
— Current aspects of basin analysis (Klein,
George deVries)
— Sediment starvation in the Williston and Il-
linois basins during the Devonian and Missis-
sippian (Lineback, Jerry A., et al.)
— Variability of deltaic sedimentation during
clastic influx into a carbonate-dominated
craton (Heidlouf, David T.)
sediments: The petrography of some Illinois
Pleistocene and Recent sands (Hunter, R. E.)
sedimentary rocks see under geochemistry; sedi-
mentary petrology
see sedimentary structures: sedimentation: sedi-
ments
sedimentary rocks—carbonate rocks
dolostone: Dolomite blocks in lire Du Page
River valley (Johnson, W. Hilton)
— Petrologic and geochemical constraints on
the origin of regionally extensive dolomites of
the Mississippian Burlington and Keokuk fms..
Iowa, Illinois and Missouri (Banner, Jay
Lawrence)
limestone: Dolomite rhombs within sparry cal-
cite; evidence for recrystallizalion textures in
Upper Mississippian limestones in southern
Illinois (Buchanan, D. M.)
— Microfacies, diagenesis and porosity
development in the Salem Limestone in
southern Illinois (Reichelderfer, J. L.)
— Subsurface geology and petrography of the
Salem Limestone in portions of Hamilton,
While, and Wayne counties, Illinois (Lam
borg. Amy Davison)
— The St. Louis Limestone (Middle Mississip-
pian) of Illinois Basin, U.S.A.: a carbonate
ramp-bar-platform model (Diaby, I.)
lilhostratigraphy: Upper Silurian and Lower
Devonian stratigraphy of the central Illinois
Basin (Droslc, John B.)
— Variability of deltaic sedimentation during
clastic influx into a carbonate-dominated
craton (Heidlauf, David T.)
oolite: Late Ordovician-Early Silurian strata in
the central United States and the Himantian
Stage (Amsden, Thomas W.)
packslone: Petrology of tlie limestones of tlie
Renault Formation (Mississippian System)
from southwestern Illinois and southeastern
Missouri (Walker, Monte E.)
textures: Carbonate petrology of the Negli
Creek Limestone Member, Kinkaid Formation




tufa: Falling Spring: active tufa formation in
soutliern Illinois (Rands, D. G., ct al.)
sedimentary rocks—clastic rocks
reservoir rocks: Diagenesis and petrology of the
Cypress Sandstone in hydrocarbon producing
areas of the central Illinois Basin (Bosse,
MarkK.)
sandstone: St. Peter Sandstone; a closer look
(Grutzeck, Michael W.)
sedimentary rocks—composition
mineral composition: Origin of clay minerals
associated with Pennsylvanian strata in the Il-




trace elements: Trace element variation in Or-
dovician K-bentonites and its use in
stratigraphic correlation (Huff, W. D.)
sedimentary rocks—lithofacles
environmental analysis: Shell shape plasticity
in Late Pennsylvanian myalinids (Bivaivia)
(Hickey, David R.)
sedimentary rocks—lilhostratigraphy
Ordovician: Lilhostratigraphy of the I'latteville.
Galena and Maquoketa groups in northern Il-
linois (Kolata, Dennis R.)
sedimentary rocks—organic residues
coal: A data base for the analysis of composi-
tional characteristics of coal senilis and
macerals: Final report. Part 6, Petrography and
depositional environment of the Herrin (No. 6)
Seam in central, eastern and northwestern Il-
linois (Russell, Suzanne J.)
— Elemental abundances in coal litholvpes of
Herrin (No. 6) Coal, Illinois Basin (Chou, C.
L.elal.)
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sedimentary structures—bedding plane irregularities
— Stable isotope evidence for the origin of
epigenelic pyrite and sphalerite in coal of the
Illinois Basin (Whelan. J. P., et al.)
— Structural and depositional history of (lie
Pennsylvanian System in Illinois (Trask, C.
Brian)
'sedimentary structures see sedimentary rocks;
sediments
sedimentary structures—bedding plane Ir-
regularities
mounds: A Mississippian center at the Cahokia




interiidal environment: An Upper Mississippian
trace-fossil assemblage from the Tar Springs






channels: Delineation of a sandstone channel
within a coal seam using surface seismic reflec-
tion in Illinois (Marti, Shirley Lee)
environmental analysis: Depositional environ-
ments and diagcnesis ofsandstone facies in lite
Auk Vases Formation (Mississippian), Illinois
Basin (Wilson, Barry James)
rhythmite: "Coontail" fluorite rhythmites of
southern Illinois; evidence for episodic basin
dewatering (Cowan, Clinton A., et al.)
sedimentary structures;—secondary structures
concretions: Taphonomy of Middle Pennsylva-
nian Mazon Creek area fossil localities. North-
east Illinois: significance of exceptional fossil
preservation in syngenelic concretions
(Baird, Gordon C, et al.)
sedimentation see diagenesis
see under sedimentary petrology
sedimentation—controls
tectonic controls: Middle Ordovician (Trenton)
disconformity in Michigan and Illinois basins;
subaerial or submarine origin7 (Churcher, P.
L.)
— Structural and depositional history of the
Pennsylvanian System in Illinois (Trask, C.
Brian)
— Tectonic subsidence analysis of die Illinois
Basin (Heidlauf, D. T., et al.)
sedimentation—deposition
basins: Current aspects of basin analysis
(Klein, Oeorge dcVries)
sedimentation—environment
deltaic environment: Variability of deltaic sedi-
mentation during clastic influx into a car-
bonate-dominated craton (Heidlauf, David
T.)
fluvial environment: Geology and archaeology
of a Holoccne alluvial/colluvial fan at lite
Koster Site (Wiant, Michael D., et al.)
— Momence Wetland: influence on sediment
and water (Bhowmik, Nani G.)
glacial environment: Late Pleistocene stratig-
raphy of Lake Michigan coastal bluffs. Fort
Sheridan. Illinois (Clark, Peter)
— Slraligraphic relationships, sedimentation,
and correlation of the Haeger Till Member in
northeastern Illinois (Hansel, Ardith K.)
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glaciofluvial environment : Rockford Terrace; a
late Illinoian outwash surface (McKenna,
Dennis P.)
interiidal environment: An Upper Mississippian
trace-fossil assemblage from the Tar Springs
Sandstone, southern Illinois (Wescott, Wil-
liam A.)
— Subsurface geology and petrography of the
Salem Limestone in portions of Hamilton,
White, and Wayne counties, Illinois (Lam-
borg, Amy Davison)
marine environment: The St. Louis Limestone
(Middle Mississippian) of Illinois Basin,
U.S.A.: a carbonate ramp-bar-platform model
(Diaby, I.)
nearshore environment: Depositional environ-
ments and diagenesis ofsandstone facies in the
Aux Vases Formation (Mississippian), Illinois
Basin (Wilson, Barry James)
paludal environment: A data base for the analy-
sis of compositional characteristics of coal
seams and macerals; Final report. Part 6,
Petrography and depositional environment of
die Hcrrin (No. 6) Seam in central, eastern and
northwestern Illinois (Russell, Suzanne J.)
reefs: Micropaleontology, carbonate petrog-
raphy and environments of deposition of the
Grand Tower Limestone (Middle Devonian) in
southwestern Illinois and southeastern Mis-
souri (Devera. Joseph A.)
shelf environment: Carbonate petrology of the
Negli Creek Limestone Member, Kinkaid For-
mation (Chesterian) in southern Illinois
(Buchanan, Douglas Mitchell)
tropical environment: Origin of clay minerals
associated with Pennsylvanian strata in the Il-




fluvial sedimentation: The steady-state equilib-
rium of Government Creek, Union County,
Illinois (Saul, Michael T.)
sedimentation—sedimentation rates
interpretation: Sediment starvation in the Wil-
liston and Illinois basins during the Devonian
and Mississippian (Lineback, Jerry A., et al.)
lacustrine environment: Inorganic composition
and sedimentation rates of backwater lakes as-
sociated with the Illinois River (Cahill,
Richard A.)
sedimentation—trnnsport
glacial transport: Dolomite blocks in the Du
Page River valley (Johnson, W. Hilton)
stream transport: Landform modifications at a
nuclear-waste burial site (Gray, J. R.)
— Measurement of bedload discharge in nine
Illinois streams with the Helley-Smilh sampler
(Graf. Julia B.)
wind transport: The dispersal of glacially-
produced loess material in North America
(Smalley, Ian J.)
sediments see under sedimentary petrology
see sedimentary rocks; sedimentary structures;
sedimentation
sediments—elastic sediments
alluvium: Dissection of alluvial deposits after
failure of the Lake Charleston Spillway
(Outowski. V. P.)
diamicton: Late Pleistocene stratigraphy of
Lake Michigan coastal bluffs. Fort Sheridan,
Illinois (Clark. Peter)
hydraulic properties: Combined exploration
techniques for fractured till and loess (Butts,
Charles R.)
lithofacies: Late Quaternary record of the
Chicago Outlet area (Hansel, Ardith K.)
— Pre-Wisconsinan loesses and Paleosols al
Pancake Hollow, west-central Illinois (Hajic,
Edwin R.)
— Stratigraphic relationships, sedimentation,
and correlation of the Haeger Till Member in
northeastern Illinois (Hansel, Ardith K.)
— The late Wisconsinan Deer Plain terrace in
(lie lower Illinois River valley (Hajic, Edwin
R.)
lifhostraligraphy: Dolomite blocks in llie Du
Page River valley (Johnson, W. Hilton)
— Illinoian and older loesses and tills al the
Maryville Section (McKay. E. Donald)
loess: The dispersal of glacially-produced loess
material in North America (Smalley, Ian J.)
— Tltcrmoluininescence dating of sediments; a
re-extension of age range for loess (Johnson,
R.J..etal.)
— Wisconsinan loesses al llie Pleasant Grove
School Section (McKay, E. Donald)
sand: The petrography of some Illinois Pleis-
tocene and Recent sands (Hunter. R. E.)
silt: Re interpretation of Uie Robein and Piano
sills, northeastern Illinois (Curry, B. Bran-
don)
till: Modeling die influence of till rheology on
Uie flow and profile of die Lake Michigan
Lobe, southern Laurenlide ice sheet, U.S.A.
(Beget, James E.)
sediments—llthostratlgraphy
Pleistocene: Athens Quarry sections; type
locality of the Sangamon Soil (Follmer, Leon
R..etal.)





source areas: Hie Quaternary history of the
upper Cache River valley, soudtern Illinois
(Graham, Richard C.)
seismic methods see under geophysical methods
seismic surveys see under geophysical surveys
see under geophysical surveys under data process-
ing; Midwest
seismology see engineering geology
seismology
earthquakes: Structural geology of southeastern
Illinois and vicinity (Nelson, W. John)
seismology—earthquakes
seismotectonics: New Madrid seismotec tonic
program (Buschbach, T. C.)
— New Madrid seismotectonic study: activities
during fiscal year 1983 (Buschbach. T. C.)
— Structural geology of southeastern Illinois
and vicinity (Nelson. W. John)
Selby Member
Plalteville and Decorah trilobites from Illinois
and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence Lynch, et
al.)
Sellers Limestone Member
A marine shale in die Caseyville Formation
(Lower Pennsylvanian) in southern Illinois
(Devera, Joseph A., et al.)
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
stratigraphy
Sliokopec Formation
Lower Ordovician conodonls from the subsur-
face of north-central Illinois (Shaw. Thomas
H.)
shatter cones see under cryptoexplosion features
under geomorphology
see under impact features twder geomorphology
Shelbyrllle Till
Modeling the influence of till rheology on the
flow and profile of the Lake Michigan Lobe,
southern Laurentide ice sheet, U.S.A.
(Beget, James E.)
Sherman Foils Formation
Platteville and Decorah trilobites from Illinois
and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence Lynch, et
•I.)
Sherwood Member
Upper Mississippi Valley Giamplainian and
Cincinnalian echinoderms (Kolata, Dennis
R.,etal.)
shore features see under geomorphology
shorelines see under engineering geology
see imrferengineering geology iirnierdata process-
ing; Lake County
silt see under clastic sediments under sediments
Silurian see under stratigraphy under Midwest
Silver Creek Limestone Member
Textural, elemental, and isolopic variations
among constituents in Middle Devonian lime-
stones. North America (Popp, Brian N., el
al.)
slope stability see under engineering geology
see geomorphology
see under engineering geology under Midwest
Smlthhoro Member
Mineralogy and stratigraphy of Illinoian and





coal: Distribution and aqueous leachability of
sodium, chlorine, and potassium in coal
(Demir, I., el al.)
soil mechanics see rock mechanics: underground
installations
soil mechanics—materials, properties
clay: Leakage of hazardous organic solutions
through clay barriers in landfills (Hughes,
Randall E., et al.)
soils
analysis: Use of Rayleigh scatter for determin-
ing X-ray mass absorption coefficients
(Beavers, A. H.)
composition: Barium in Illinois surface soils
(Jones, Robert L.)
— Mixed-layer kaolinite-smectite and
heterogeneous swelling smectite as indexes of
soil weathering intensity (Hughes, Randall
E.)
soils—surveys
Bureau County: A method to estimate soil loss
from erosion (Olson, Ken R.)
— Erosion and landform modification at a low-
level radioactive waste disposal facility near
Sheffield. Illinois (Oray, John R.)
Illinois: Barium in Illinois surface soils
(Jones, Robert L.)
— Mixed-layer kaolinite-smectite and
heterogeneous swelling smectite as indexes of
soil weathering intensity (Hughes, Randall
E.)
— Use of Rayleigh scatter for determining X-
ray mass absorption coefficients (Beavers,
A.H.)
Knox County: Soil survey of Knox County, Il-
linois (Windhorn, Roger D.)
Monroe County: Soil survey of Monroe County,
Illinois (Higgins, S. K.)
Winnebago County: The Farmdale and San-
gamon soils at the Wempleton Southeast Sec-
lion (McKenna, Dennis P.)
solution features see under geomorphology
Spechts Ferry Shale Member
Bryozoa from Rucklandian (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of the Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins. Olgerts L.)
— Platteville and Decorah trilobites from Il-
linois and Wisconsin (DcMotl, Lawrence
Lynch, et al.)
spectroscopy see X-ray analysis
spores see palynomorphs
Springfield Coal Member
Design principles for a coal desulfurization
process with iron sulfides as in situ catalysts
(Shiley, R. H., et al.)





trace elements: Analysis of trace elements in the
new U.S. Geological Survey standard coal
(CLB-I) and selected premium coal reference
materials (Palmer, C. A., et al.)
Stephenson County—engineering geology
rock mecluinics: Microcrack porosity and in situ





isotopes: Chemical and stable isotope composi-
tions of anorogenic granite from Stephenson




Cretaceous: Fission-lrack dating of samples of
(he Illinois drill-hole core (Ziniinermann,
Robert A.)
Proterozoic: Fission-track dating of samples of
the Illinois drill-hole core (Zimmermann,
Robert A.)
— Geochronology of basement granite,
Stephenson County, Illinois (Peterman, Zell
E.,clal.)
stratigraphy
archaeology: Prehistoric life on lite Mississippi
Floodplain; stone tool use, settlement or-
ganization, and subsistence practices at lite
Labras Lake Site, Illinois (Yerkes, Richard
W.)
changes of level: Radiocarbon-dated molluscon
faunas associated with (lie Nipissing transgres-
sion from Summit, Illinois (Kott. Robert)
— The Quaternary history of the upper Cache
River valley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
Devonian: Micropaleontology, carbonate
petrography and environments ofdeposition of
the Grand Tower Limestone (Middle
Bibliography
Devonian) in southwestern Illinois and
southeastern Missouri (Devera, Joseph A.)
— Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian stratig-
raphy of (lie central Illinois Basin (Drosle,
JolinB.)
Holocene: Radiocarbon-dated molluscan
faunas associated with the Nipissing transgres-
sion from Summit, Illinois (Kott, Robert)
Mississippian : Isotope geochemistry of crinoids
from Burlinglon-Keokuk formations: implica-
tions for diagenesis (Chyi, Michael S., el al.)
— The St. Louis Limestone (Middle Mississip-
pian) of Illinois Basin, U.S.A.: a carbonate
ramp-bar-platform model (Diaby, I.)
Ordovician: Biostratigrophy of Late Ordovician
solitary rugose corals in the Upper Mississippi
Valley region (Elias. Robert J.)
— Biostratigraphy of llie Middle and Late Or-
dovician cephalopods of the Upper Mississippi
Valley area (Calalani. John A.)
— Bryozoa from Rocklandian (Middle Ordovi-
cian) rocks of Ihe Upper Mississippi Valley
region (Karklins. Olgerts L.)
— Introduction to the Middle and Late Ordovi-
cian field trips (Sloan, Robert E.)
— Lilhoslratigrophy of the Platteville, Galena
and Maquoketa groups in northern Illinois
(Kolata. Dennis R.)
— Lower Ordovician conodonts from the sub-
surface of north-central Illinois (Shaw,
Thomas H.)
— Ordovician pelecypods from (he Upper Mis-
sissippi Valley (Pojeta, John, Jr.)
— Platteville and Decorah trilobites from Il-
linois and Wisconsin (DeMott, Lawrence
Lynch, el al.)
— Regional variations of Middle Ordovician
conodont assemblages in die upper Midwest
(Frederick, Daniel, el al.)
— Upper Mississippi Valley Champlainian and
Cincinnalian echinoderms (Kolata, Dennis
R., el al.)
Pennsylvanian: A marine shale in the
Caseyville Formation (Lower Pennsylvanian)
in southern Illinois (Devera, Joseph A., et al.)
— Structural and depositions! history of lite
Pennsylvanian System in Illinois (Trask, C.
Brian)
— Two bryozoan faunules from Ihe Late Penn-
sylvanian of Illinois (Stratton, J. F.)
Pleistocene: A preliminary note on fossil insect
faunas from central Illinois (Morgan, Alan
V.)
— Farm Creek: a notable Pleistocene section
(Follmer. Leon R.)
— Late Pleistocene stratigraphy of Lake
Michigan coastal bluffs. Fort Sheridan, Illinois
(Clark. Peter)
— Reinterprelation of the Robein and Piano
sills, northeastern Illinois (Curry, B. Bran-
don)
Quaternary: Prehistoric life on (lie Mississippi
Floodplain: stone tool use, settlement or-
ganization, and subsistence practices al lite
Labras Lake Site, Illinois (Yerkes, Richard
W.)
— Quaternary records of central and northern
Illinois (Polluter, l^eon R., et al.)
— Quaternary records of northeastern Illinois
and northwestern Indiana (Hansel. ArdilhK.,
el al.)
45
stron t lu in—Isotopes
— Quaternary records of southwestern Illinois
and adjacent Missouri (Graham, Russell W.,
et al.)
— Tlie Quaternary history of the upper Cache
River valley, southern Illinois (Graham,
Richard C.)
Silurian. Silurian of the Illinois Basin: a car-
bonate ramp (Cobum, Gary W.)
— St isotopes and migration of oil-field brines
from Silurian-Devonian and Mississippian
strata in the Illinois Basin (Slueber, A. M.)
— Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian stratig-
raphy of the central Illinois Basin (Droste,
John B.)
streams see hydrology
Sr-87ISr-86: Isotope geochemistry of crinoids
from Burlington-Keokuk formations: implica-
tions for diagenesis (Cliyi, Michael S., et al.)
— Petrologic and geochemical constraints on
the origin of regionally extensive dolomites of
the Mississippian Burlington and Keokuk fms.,
Iowa, Illinois and Missouri (Banner, Jay
Lawrence)
— Sr isotopes and migration of oil-field brines
from Silurian-Devonian and Mississippian
strata in the Illinois Basin (Stueber, A. M.)




fluid inclusions: Healed microcrack orientations
in granite from Illinois borehole UPH-3 and
their relationship to the rock's stress history
(Kowallis, Bart J., et al.)
microcracks: Microcrack porosity and in situ
stress in Illinois borehole UPH 3 (Carlson, S.
R.)
structural geology
deformation: Healed microcrack orientations in
granite from Illinois borehole UPH-3 and their
relationship to the rock's stress history
(Kowallis, Bart J., et al.)
faults: Ste. Genevieve fault zone, Missouri and
Illinois (Nelson. W. John, et al.)
folds: Detached anticlines in the Illinois Basin
(Nelson, W. John)
tectonics: Preliminary plan for science; Illinois
Basin ultradeep drillhole (Leighton, Morris
W..etal.)
— Preproposal: Illinois Basin ultradeep
drillhole (Illinois Stale Geological Survey)
— Structural geology of southeastern Illinois
and vicinity (Nelson, W. John)
— Tectonic subsidence analysis of the Illinois
Basin (Heidlauf, D. T., et al.)
structural petrology see structural analysis
sulfides see under minerals
stilfur-
S-34IS-32: Geochemical aspects of outlying
Upper Mississippi Volley (UMV)-lype
mineralization in Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin
(Kutz. K. B.)
— Stable isotope evidence for lite origin of
epigenetic pyrite and sphalerite in coal of the
Illinois Basin (Whelan, J. F., et al.)
sulphur see sulfur
surface water see hydrology
survey organizations see associations: museums
surrey organizations—current research
U. S. Geological Sun-ey: Evaluation of die U.S.
Geological Survey's gaging-station network in
Illinois (Mades, Dean M.)
— Water resources activities in Illinois, 1986
(Garrelts, Mary L.)
survey organizations—organization
Illinois Department of Energy and National
Resources: Response of Illinois' scientific
surveys to legislative mandates (Cartwright,
Keros)
symposia—engineering geology
earthquakes: Background and summary of the
workshop on Earth science considerations for
earthquake hazards reduction in the central
United Stales (Hays, Walter W.)
— Evaluation of the workshop on Earth science
considerations for earthquake hazards reduc-
tion in the central United Slates (Tubbesing,
Susan K.)
— Proceedings of Conference XXXV; a
workshop on Earth science considerations for
earthquake hazards reduction in the central




well-logging: Illinois Basin Ultradeep Drillhole
(Frost, Joyce K.)
symposia—hydrogeology
hytlrology: Proceedings of the Illinois con-
ference on lake and watershed management
(Anonymous)
Tar Springs Sandstone
An Upper Mississippian trace-fossil as-
semblage from the Tar Springs Sandstone,
southern Illinois (Wescott, William A.)
Tazewell County—ureal geology
guidebook: Pekin geological science field trip




Echinodermata: Neoisorophusella, a new
edrioasteroid genus from the Upper Mississip-
pian of the Eastern United States (Kammer,
Thomas W., et al.)
tectonics see faults; iieoteclonics; structural anal-
ysis
see under structural geology under Midwest: Mis-
sissippi Valley
see under structural geology
tectonophyslcs
crust: In southeastern Illinois; Hole into base-
ment to explore Earth's crust (Eidel, J. James,
etal.)
tektltes see under petrology
Tennleex Sandstone
Geological controls on spatial variability for
one-dimensional arrays of porosity and per-
meability normal to layering (MacMillian,
John R.)
terraces see under fluvial features under geomor-
phology
see tinder glacial features under glacial geology
terrestrial crust see crust
thermal analysis see X-ray analysis
thermal waters see springs
thermohiminescence see under geochronology
thrust faults see under displacements under faults
Tlskilwa Till Member
Wedron type sections (Johnson, W. Hilton, et
al.)
trace elements see under geochemistry under
coal: North America; sedimentary rocks; standard
materials
tracks and trails see ichnofossils
triionites—blostratlgraphy
Ordovician: Platleville and Decorah Irilobites
from Illinois and Wisconsin (DeMott,
Lawrence Lynch, et al.)




ground water: Water and tritium movement in
variably saturated glacial deposits near Shef-
field, Illinois (Mills, Patrick C.)
! see under engineering geology




underground installations see under engineering
geology
underground water see ground water
Union County—economic geology
industrial minerals: Petrology, paleontology
and origin of the Clear Creek Chert (Lower
Devonian) in Union and Jackson counties,
southwestern Illinois (Allen, Robert Stanton)
Union County—hydrogeology
hydrology: The steady-stale equilibrium of





gymnosperms: Seed fern (Dictyastrum
chestriensis n. gen. and sp.) with a Dic-
tyoxylon-lype cortex from the Upper Misissip-
pian of die Illinois Basin (Jennings, James R.)
Union County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary rocks: Textural, elemental, and
isotopic variations among constituents in Mid-
dle Devonian limestones. North America
(Popp, Brian N., etal.)
Union County—structural geology
neotectonics: Thrust faults in southern Illinois
Basin: result of contemporary stress? (Nel-
son, W. John)
United Suites see Midwest
United States—engineering geology
earthquakes: An overview of implementing
CUSEC's goals (Jones, E. Erie)
— Availability and applications of Earth scien-
ces data at national, regional, and community
scales (Johnston. Arch C.)
— Background and summary of tlie workshop
on Earth science considerations for earthquake
hazards reduction in tl>e central United Stales
(Hays, Walter W.)
— Building research needs for earthquake
hazards mitigation measures in the central
United Stales (Hanson. Robert D.)
— Community preparedness planning for earth-
quakes (Oori, Paula L.)
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology
— Developing a computer-assisted seismic risk
assessment model for (lie New Madrid earth-
quake zone (Chernoff. Andrew, et al.)
— Evaluation of die workshop on Earth science
considerations for earthquake hazards reduc-
tion in the central United Slates (Tubbesing,
- . Susan JC)
— Examination of the body of technical data
available for assessing the nature and extent of
earthquake hazards in the Mississippi Valley
area and devising options for mitigating their
effects (Hays, Walter W.)
— Needs for developing and adoption of earth-
quake mitigation measures related to land-use
and building practices (Cassaro, Michael A.)
— Proceedings of Conference XXXV; a
workshop on Earth science considerations for
earthquake hazards reduction in the central
United Slates (Hays, Walter W., et al.)
— Technical aspects of seismic microzonation
(Hays, Waller W.)
— The current and projected state-of-
knowledge on earthquake hazards (Nuttli
OttoW.)
geologic hazards: An overview of implement-
ing CUSEC's goals (Jones. E. Erie)
— Availability and applications of Earth scien-
ces data at national, regional, and community
scales (Johnston, Arch C.)
— Background and summary of the workshop
on Earth science considerations for earthquake
hazards reduction in die central United Slates
(Hays, Walter W.)
— Building research needs for earthquake
hazards mitigation measures in the central
United States (Hanson, Robert D.)
— Community preparedness planning for earth-
quakes (Oori. Paula L.)
— Developing a computer-assisted seismic risk
assessment model for the New Madrid earth-
quake zone (Chernoff, Andrew, et al.)
— Evaluation of llie workshop on Earth science
considerations for earthquake hazards reduc-
tion in the central United States (Tubbesing
Susan K.)
— Examination of the body of technical data
available for assessing the nature and extent of
earthquake hazards in the Mississippi Valley
area and devising options for mitigating tiicir
effects (Hays. Walter W.)
— Needs for developing and adoption of earth-
quake mitigation measures related to land-use
and bu tiding practices (Cassaro, Michael A.)
— Proceedings of Conference XXXV; a
workshop on Earth science considerations for
earthquake hazards reduction in (lie central
United States (Hays, Walter W., et al.)
— Technical aspects of seismic microzonation
(Hays, Walter W.)
— The current and projected stote-of-
knowledge on earthquake hazards (Nuttli
Otto W.)
waste disposal: Low-level waste; the challenge
of disposal (Rogers, Vern C.)
United .States—environmental geology
land use: Low-level waste; die challenge of dis-
posal (Rogers, Vern C.)
— Needs for developing and adoption of earth-
quake mitigation measures related to land-use
and building practices (Cassaro, Michael A.)
Bibliography
United States—geochemistry
fluorine: Fluoride content of clays and shales




cryptoejqtlosion features: l,ong lines and cryp-
to-explosion features (Muller, Olio H.)
United States—paleontology
Mollusca: Responses to cycles within and
among Pennsylvanian basins; migration,
ecotypy or evolution? (Schindel, David E.)
United States—stratigraphy
Mississippian: Biostratigraphic value of the
Late Mississippian ostracode Amphissiles in-
signis Croneis and Thunnan. IV39 (Sohn i.
O.)
Ordovician: Trace element variation in Ordovi-
cian K-bentoniles and its use in stratigraphic
correlation (Huff, W. D.)
valleys see under fluvial features under geomor-
phology
Vandalia Till Member
Mineralogy and stratigraphy of Illinoian and
pre-lllinoian tills across south-central Illinois
(Fox, John M.)
Vermilion County—engineering geology
tunnels: Delineating an abandoned mine tunnel
using vertical electrical soundings at a landfill,




electrical surveys: Delineating an abandoned
mine runnel using vertical electrical soundings
at a landfill. Vermilion County, Illinois
(Reed, Philip C.)
Vermilion County—stratigraphy
Pennsylvanian: Taphonomy of Middle Penn-
sylvanian Mazon Creek area fossil localities,
Northeast Illinois; significance of exceptional
fossil preservation in syngenetic concretions
(Baird, Gordon C. el al.)




pollen, plant macrofossil, invertebrate and ver-




Late Quaternary record of the Chicago Outlet
area (Hansel, Ardith K.)
— Radiocarbon
-tinted molluscan faunas as-
sociated with llie Nipissing transgression from
Summit, Illinois (Roll, Robert)
— Stratigraphic relationships, sedimentation,
ami correlation of the Haeger Till Member in
northeastern Illinois (Hansel. Ardidi K.)
Warsaw Formntlnn
Possible trophic structuring in a Mississippian
meshwork fenestrate Bryozoa assemblage
(Snyder, Edward M.)
waste disposal see under engineering geology:
environmental geology
see under engineering geology under Bureau
County; Cook County: Douglas County: United
Will County—environmental geology
Slates
see under environmental geology under Bureau
County; Grundy County: Kankakee County: Ken-
dall Counly; La Salle Counly; Marshall County;
Putnam County; Will Counly; Winnebago County;
Woodford County
water see ground water; hydrogcology; hydrol-
ogy; water resources
water resources see under economic geology
water supply see water resources
waterways see under engineering geology
see iWer engineering geology under Cook Coun-
ty
Wayne County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentation: Subsurface geology and petrog-
raphy of the Salem Limestone in portions of
Hamilton. White, and Wayne counties, Illinois
(Lamborg, Amy Davison)
weathering—chemical weathering
parent materials: Weathering and weatlrering
rates of natural stone (Winkler, Erhard M.)
weathering—interpretation
bones: Taphnnomic observations on the Recent
Foosland horse burial (Oliver, James S.)
weathering
—soils
Paleosots: Mixed-layer kaolinite-smeclite and
heterogeneous swelling smectite as indexes of
soil weathering intensity (Hughes, Randall
E.)
Wedron Formation
A preliminary note on fossil insect faunas front
central Illinois (Morgan. Alan V.)
— Stratigraphic relationships, sedimentation,
and correlation of llie Haeger Till Member in
northeastern Illinois (Hansel, Ardith K.)
— The Wisconsinan glacial margin (Follmer,
Leon R.)
— Wedron type sections (Johnson, W. Hilton
et al.)
well-logging see under geophysical surveys
well-logging—electrical logging
lilhofacies: Depositional environments and
diagenesis of sandstone facies in die Aux
Vases Formation (Mississippian), Illinois
Basin (Wilson, Barry James)
resistivity: Comparative analysis of surface
resistivity surveys and natural-gamma radia-
tion borehole logs in Illinois (Reed, Philip
C.)
well-logging—Interpretation
stress: Microcrack porosity ond in situ stress in
Illinois borehole UPH 3 (Carlson. S. R.)
Western Hemisphere see North America
wetlands see under flu vial features under geomor-
phology
White County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentation: Subsurface geology and petrog-
raphy of the Salem Limestone in portions of
I lamilton. While, and Wayne counties. Illinois
(Lamborg, Amy Davison)
Will County—environmental geology
waste disposal: Characteristics and potential
uses of waste from the historic Longwall Coal
mining district in north-central Illinois








Pisces: Diversity and size changes in palaeonis-
ciforni fislies (Aclinopterygii, Pisces) from llw
Pennsylvanian Mazon Creek fauna, Illinois,
U.S.A. (Schultze, Hans-Peter)
Will County—stratigraphy
Pennsylvanian: Taplionomy of Middle Pennsyl-
vanian Mazon Creek area fossil localities,
Northeast Illinois: significance of exceptional
fossil preservation in syngenelic concretions
(Baird, Gordon C, et al.)
Quaternary: Dolomite blocks in the Du Page
River valley (Johnson. W. Hilton)
— Late Quaternary record of the Chicago Outlet
area (Hansel, Arditli K.)
Williamson County—engineering geology
land subsidence: TIjc Illinois Mine Subsidence
Research Program; an update (DuMontelle,
Paul B.)
Williamson County—environmental geology
pollution: Oeochemical study of an abandoned
strip mine site, Williamson County, Illinois
(Adem, Adem Osman)
Williamson County—structural geology
neotectonics: Thrust faults in southern Illinois
Basin: result of contemporary stress? (Nel-
son, W. John)
Winnebago County—environmental geology
waste disposal: Hydrogeologic evaluation of the
effects of surface application of sewage sludge
to agricultural land near Rockton, Illinois
(Berg, Richard C.etal.)
Winnebago County—hydrogeology
ground water: Hydrogeologic evaluation of the
effects of surface application of sewage sludge
to agricultural land near Rockton, Illinois
(Berg, Richard C, el al.) -
Winnebago County—soils
Paleosols: Tlic Fanndale and Sangamon soils at
the Wempleton Southeast Section (Mc-
Kenna, Dennis P.)
Winnebago County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Rockford Terrace: a late Illinoian
outwash surface (McKenna, Dennis P.)
— The Fanndale and Sangamon soils al the
Wempleton Southeast Section (McKenna,
Dennis P.)
Winnebago Drift
A review of the Esmond Till (Follmer, Leon
R.)
— The Farmdale and Sangamon soils at the
Wempleton Southeast Section (McKenna,
Dennis P.)
Wise Lake Formation
Covariation between Pb and S isotoptc ratios in
galenas from two lead mining areas in the
Upper Mississippi Valley Zn-Pb district
(Millen, Timothy M.)
Woodford County—environmental geology
waste disposal: Characteristics and potential
uses of waste from the historic Longwall Coal
mining district in north-central Illinois
(Bradford, Susan Carol, et al.)
worms—Polychaetia
fossilization : The role of anoxia in liic decay and
mineralisation of proteinaceous macrofossils
(Allison. Peter)
Wyodak Formation
Analysis of trace elements in (he new U.S.
Geological Survey standard coal (CLB- 1 ) and
selected premium coal reference materials
(Palmer, C. A., et al.)
X-rny analysis—X-ray spectroscopy
soils: Use of Rayleigh scatter for determining
X-ray mass absorption coefficients (Beavers,
A. H.)
X-ray spectroscopy see under X-ray analysis
zinc ores see under economic geology
see lead-zinc deposits
zoogeography see biogeography
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology



